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Abstract
In this work, different kernel-based feature representation frameworks are proposed. Our
main goal is to properly reveal the most relevant information from high dimensional data
for enhancing the performance of two different computer vision procedures: image and video
segmentation. To this end, we propose to use Multiple Kernel Representations (MKR) to
incorporate multiple image features, such as: color representations, pixel spatial information
and optical flow-based information. Particularly, for image segmentation, we propose a new
grouping-based image segmentation methodology, which using a MKR-based methodology,
incorporate multiple image features. Regarding video segmentation, different Gaussian-based
background modeling approaches are studied in order to cope with typical video surveillance
artifacts recorded by static cameras. In this sense, different cost functions are analyzed, aim-
ing to learn and model the temporal evolution of pixel dynamics. Furthermore, in order to
incorporate spatial relationships among pixels, an object motion analysis stage is developed,
which using an optical flow-based methodology is able to detect, model and track moving
objects in a given video sequence. As a final result, a new video segmentation approach
called STAL is developed. Proposed STAL couples both temporal and spatial information
sources, generating an adaptive learning framework able to properly update the Gaussian-
based background model parameters. Proposed image and video segmentation frameworks
are tested by using real-world datasets, and attained results are measured by using super-
vised measures while comparing against ground-truth sets. From the obtained results, it
is shown that the use of MKR to elaborate feature representations enhances the accuracy
of the resulting segmentations. Moreover, it is demonstrated that proposed frameworks are
efficient and competitive while comparing against top state of the art algorithms.
Keywords: kernel representations, relevance analysis, image segmentation, video segmen-
tation, background subtraction, stationary/non-stationary dynamics, optical flow, particle
filter.
xResumen
En este trabajo se proponen diferentes esquemas de representacio´n de caracter´ısticas basados
en kernels. El objetivo principal es revelar de forma apropiada la informacio´n ma´s relevante
a partir de informacio´n de alta dimensionalidad, para mejorar el desempen˜o de dos proced-
imientos de visio´n por computador: Segmentacio´n de ima´genes y video. Con este fin, se pro-
pone usar Representaciones Multi-Kernel (MKR) para incorporar mu´ltiples caracter´ısitcas
de ima´genes, como: representaciones de color, informacio´n espacial de pixeles y informacio´n
basada en flujo o´ptico. Particularmente, para la segmentacio´n de ima´genes, se propone una
nueva metodolog´ıa de segmentacio´n de ima´genes basada en agrupamiento, la cual usando
una metodolog´ıa basada en MKR, incorpora mu´ltiples caracter´ısticas de ima´genes. Con re-
specto a la segmentacio´n de video, diferentes metodolog´ıas de modelado de fondo usando
representaciones Gausianas son estudiadas con el fin de enfrentarse a los artefactos t´ıpicos
de video-vigilancia capturados por ca´maras esta´ticas. En este sentido, diferentes funciones
de costo son analizadas, buscando aprender y modelar la evolucio´n temporal de la dina´mica
de los pixeles. Adema´s, con el fin de incorporar relaciones espaciales entre pixeles, una
etapa de ana´lisis de movimiento de objetos es desarrollada, la cual usando una metodolog´ıa
basada en flujo o´ptico, es capaz de detectar, modelar y seguir objetos en movimiento en una
secuencia de video dada. Como resultado final, una nueva metodolog´ıa de segmentacio´n de
video llamada STAL es desarrollada. STAL acopla ambas fuentes de informacio´n (temporal
y espacial), generando as´ı un esquema de aprendizaje adaptativo capaz de actualizar ade-
cuadamente los para´mteros del modelo Gaussiano del fondo. Los esquemas de segmentacio´n
de ima´genes y video son probados empleando bases de datos del mundo real y los resultados
obtenidos son medidos usando medidas supervisadas mientras se compara contra conjuntos
de ground-truth. A partir de los resultados obtenidos, se muestra que el uso de MKR para
la elaborac´ıon de espacios de representacio´n mejora la precisio´n de las segmentaciones re-
sultantes. Adema´s, se demuestra que los esquemas propuestos son eficientes y competitivos
comparando contra algoritmos del estado del arte.
Palabras clave: representaciones kernel, ana´lisis de relevancia, segmentacio´n de ima´genes,
segmentacio´n de video, background subtraction, dina´micas estcionarias/ no estacionarias,
flujo o´ptico, filtro de part´ıculas.
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Part I.
Introduction
1. Motivation
Computer vision is a field of artificial intelligence which aims to electronically perceive and
understand dynamics from an image and, in general, high-dimensional data obtained from
the real world in order to produce numerical or symbolic information, e.g., in terms of
decisions [1, 2]. Due to the fast spread of digital cameras and the impressive technical
enhancements performed during the last decade, the development of new computer vision
algorithms has become a research topic of great importance. Computer vision applications
are widely used and they affect most of the daily human activities. Some applications
of interest are: Medical imaging, industrial processes control, video surveillance, human
computer interfaces, autonomous navigation, among others. Particularly, video surveillance
applications are nowadays a topic of huge interest, since they facilitate the analysis of large
amounts of information recorded by complex camera schemes in public places, which is not
feasible to analyze online by human supervision in most of the cases[3, 4]. Some relevant
video-based surveillance applications include pedestrian and car traffic monitoring, unusual
human activity detection, people counting, among others.
In a local context, the research group Grupo de Procesamiento y Reconocimiento de Seales
(GPRS) of the Universidad Nacional de Colombia has been working on the development of
machine learning based methodologies to support different computer vision applications. As
an example, medical imaging has been a research topic of interest in the group, particularly
some works related to the segmentation of brain structures have been developed in [5]. More-
over, the use of thermographic images has been also explored to detect failures in rotating
machines [6, 7]. Recently, in the GC&PDS, video-based computer vision applications have
received major attention. In particular, some video segmentation [8, 9] frameworks have
been developed to support video surveillance systems.
2. State of the Art
Traditionally, computer vision systems comprehend six main stages related to machine learn-
ing and pattern recognition, which are: Image acquisition, pre-processing, feature represen-
tation, detection/segmentation, high level processing and decision making. Particularly,
feature representation is a crucial stage of computer vision systems, due to the high dimen-
sionality of image and video data. Commonly, computer vision approaches tend to use raw
feature representations, such as color spaces (i.e. RGB, HSV, YCbCr, etc.) to describe the
process [10, 11]. Additionally, the use of local features such as edges, is also very common
in image applications [12–14]. However, these feature representations might not be enough
to describe the process if there exists non-linear information among data samples. In this
regard, kernel methods aim to represent data samples into a new feature space by using
non-linear mapping functions. Hence, kernel representations discover linear and non-linear
similarities among samples, encoding them into a symmetric, positive defined matrix called
kernel matrix [15]. Although, a single kernel helps to improve the representation of com-
puter vision systems [16, 17], it might not be adequate to describe a process with multiple
information sources. Particularly, for image and video segmentation tasks, it is desirable to
enhance the separability and interpretability of the image regions of interest by including
non-linear relations and moreover, by incorporating all possible information sources into the
process such as: different color representations and spatial information [18].
After dealing with computer vision feature representation approaches, it is necessary to
develop suitable segmentation methods in order to support further high level analysis. Re-
garding this, several image segmentation approaches have been proposed, their main goal
consists in splitting an image into disjoint regions such that the pixels inside them have
a high similarity according to a pre-set property and contrast high difference among re-
gions. The main goal is to obtain a proper segmentation that can be used in processes such
as: video object extraction [19], object recognition systems [20], and region-based tracking
systems [21]. Mainly, image segmentation methods can be divided into three categories.
The first category are the histogram-based algorithms, which considering the histogram of
an image as a probability density function, perform the segmentation by classifying pixels
using a threshold parameter [22, 23]. However, the proper selection of the threshold param-
eter represents a difficult task which could slant the algorithm, even more if the image is
represented by multimodal histograms [24]. The second category are the boundary-based
algorithms, which assume that value changes among neighbor pixels inside a region is not
as significant as changes among pixel values on the boundary of a region, therefore regions
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can be segmented when the boundaries are detected [13, 25]. The main drawback is that
mostly the attained boundaries are not totally closed. Therefore, post-processing algorithms
must be used to connect open boundaries [12]. Nevertheless, these algorithms always tend
to attain over-segmented results. Finally, grouping-based algorithms aim to group pixels in
the same cluster if they have similar patterns or characteristics, while pixels grouped into
different clusters have different characteristics. Overall, these kind of algorithms achieve
accurate results, nonetheless, traditional grouping algorithms, e.g., Kmeans and Expected
Maximization, tend to fall into local optimal, whereas spectral clustering algorithms can
converge in a global optimal [26].
In addition, as an extension of image segmentation methods, video segmentation also called
background subtraction appears as a necessity to develop online systems to support video-
based computer vision systems, e.g. video surveillance, people counting, traffic monitoring.
Video segmentation consists in the extraction of moving objects (foreground) from video
recordings. In this task, each new input frame is compared against a background model,
in order to label as foreground those elements that deviate significantly from it [27, 28].
As a basic, a frame of the recording with no foreground objects could be considered as the
background model, however, even though such image may be feasible, the problem arises
due to the intrinsic time and spatial non–stationary fluctuations within considered recorded
scenes, leading to an unsuitable background estimation [29, 30]. To deal with this issue, the
background modeling stage is developed as an online learning task being robust to differ-
ent video-based surveillance conditions, namely, illumination changes, shadows, camouflage,
bootstrapping, static and moving foreground objects, etc. [28, 31, 32].
For this purpose, several dynamic background modeling methods based on updating one
or multiple Gaussian representations are employed to model pixel intensity along the time.
By instance, temporal pixel variations can be measured by updating both the mean and the
standard deviation of assumed normal distributions, as proposed in [33, 34] where a single
pixel Gaussian model is updated under a running average scheme. Yet, these approaches
are reserved for video scenarios under highly stationary constraints, which are not always
accomplished in real-world applications.
Instead, pixel models based on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) have also proposed to
deal with more complex dynamical scenarios and gradual illumination fluctuations [35–37].
However, GMM based pixel models face the following drawbacks: they require for adding and
pruning schemes that are far from being a straightforward task in real-world video scenarios,
these models tend to have bootstrapping problems if there are foreground objects during
initial learning segments [38], they assume that the background is most frequently visible
than the foreground that is a not valid consideration for every video segment, and estimation
of the model free parameters (the Gaussian mean and variance) becomes problematic in most
of the real-world noisy environments that are non-Gaussian [39]. To deal with dynamical
backgrounds with fast background variations (waving trees, water rippling, etc.), models
that compute pixel probability density function using kernel estimators over recent samples
5of intensity values are also discussed in [40, 41]. However, these multi-modality models have
some computational disadvantages. Specifically, because of a commonly large fixed number
of frames, they must storage in memory a huge amount of information through the entire
process [38]. Moreover, tuning of free kernel parameters is still an open issue.
Subspace learning techniques representing each background pixel in terms of the so called
eigen-background model have also been studied as an alternative [42, 43]. Nonetheless, there
are limitations relating to foreground dynamics (frequently provoking false segmentations)
and computational burden of required eigen-based decompositions that become significantly
expensive for real-time applications [38].
Recently, it has been demonstrated that codebook-based background subtraction tech-
niques [3, 44–47], attain suitable results for video segmentation challenges [48]. Their main
goal is to model each pixel by a sample set (called codebook) that is learned from a training
video segment, which in some cases is required to be long. Afterwards, an updating scheme
is carried out to adapt the codebook throughout the intrinsic scene dynamics. The main
advantage of these kind of approaches is the low computational burden, which makes them
suitable for real-time applications. However, depending on the established updating rules,
these methods tend to have major segmentation drawbacks when background dynamics that
were not present during the training phase are reveled afterwards (e.g. removed foreground
objects, strong illumination changes) [32]. Other codebook-based background subtraction
algorithms have problems when foreground elements remain motionless for long periods of
times, leading to inaccurate segmentation results.
3. Objectives
3.1. General objective
To develop kernel representation frameworks able to support the analysis of image and video
data, for both off-line and online modes, revealing the intrinsic non-linear data relationships,
which can vary along space and time. Presented frameworks must be useful to facilitate the
discrimination among data dynamics, enhancing the performance of both image and video
segmentation tasks.
3.2. Specific objectives
• To develop a feature representation framework based on multiple kernel functions in
order to incorporate different information sources about the process. Proposed frame-
work should be useful to improve data interpretability and separability by properly
weighting the relevance of each information source. Presented framework will be tested
in image and video segmentation tasks comparing the attained results against state of
the art algorithms by using supervised performance measures.
• To elaborate a multiple kernel-based feature representation methodology that allows
to infer the main spatial dynamics from high dimensional data. Proposed methodology
should be useful to support video segmentation tasks by revealing non-linear spatial
relations among pixels. The performance of the developed methodology will be tested
against state of the art approaches by using supervised measures given ground-truth
data.
• To develop an online adaptive learning methodology using spatio-temporal kernel based
representations to support the analysis of stationary/non-stationary data dynamics.
Proposed methodology should be useful to discriminate, between intrinsic process be-
haviors which can be perturbed by Gaussian/non-Gaussian artifacts, enhancing the
segmentation performance in video based surveillance systems.
Part II.
Materials and Methods
4. A New Kernel-based Representation
to Support Image and Video
Segmentation
Computer vision is a sub-field of artificial intelligence, which aims to build algorithms in
order to give to a computer the capability to understand images and scenes. To this end,
computer systems must perform some tasks and processes related to the fields of machine
learning and pattern recognition. One of the most important tasks is the segmentation of
images and video recordings, which main goal is to simplify and/or change the representation
of an image or a recording into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyze [2].
In this chapter, we propose to develop a feature representation methodology that in-
corporates color intensity and spatial information based on Multiple Kernel Learning [49].
Moreover, the weighting factors of the MKL combination are automatically tuned according
to an eigenvalue feature relevance analysis. Proposed scheme is used to support computer vi-
sion feature representations by incorporating multiple image features to describe each pixel.
Particularly, developed methodology is employed to support two different motion analysis
tasks: Image segmentation and video segmentation.
With this in mind, two different frameworks are developed. The first one is a group-
ing based image segmentation approach called Weighted Gaussian Image Segmentation
(WGKIS), which incorporates different color representations and spatial information based
on MKL to conform a weighted Gaussian kernel matrix, afterwards, an spectral cluster-
ing approach is employed to segment the image into different regions. The second developed
framework is a Gaussian-based video segmentation approach called Weighted Gaussian Video
Segmentation (WGKVS), which employing multiple kernel representations incorporates dif-
ferent color representations to conform an enhanced feature representation space. A grouping
based algorithm is employed over the attained feature space to group pixels into foreground
or background.
Experiments are performed aiming to test the performance of both WGKIS and WGKVS
frameworks, when including multiple weighted image information sources. Resulting segmen-
tations are evaluated by supervised measures attained when comparing against ground-truth
sets. Furthermore, WGKIS and WGKVS performance is compared against the one attained
by state of the art algorithms, while using real-world datasets.
This chapter presents the fundamentals of kernel representations and MKL in sections § 4.1
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and 4.2. Then, the methodology to automatically set the MKL weighting factors is exposed
in section § 4.2.1. After that, in section § 4.3, we present the developed image segmentation
WGKIS. Experiments to asses the proposed WGKIS framework and the corresponding dis-
cussion are exposed in sections § 4.3.1 and § 4.3.2, respectively. The WGKVS framework for
video segmentation is presented in section § 4.4. Sections § 4.4.3 and § 4.4.4 shows the ex-
periments and discussion regarding to the proposed video segmentation framework. Finally,
we conclude about the attained results in section § 4.5.
4.1. Kernel Representations Fundamentals
A kernel is a similarity function κ that embeds data samples from a Hilbert space to a Re-
producing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) by using a non-linear mapping function ϕ. Namely,
the kernel function between data samples x, xˆ ∈ X ⊂ RZ , being Z the number of features,
is defined as:
κ : X × X −→ R+
(x, xˆ) 7−→ κ(x, xˆ) = 〈ϕ(x), ϕ(xˆ)〉
, (4-1)
Given a feature space X , the mapping function ϕ helps to discover non-linear relationships
among samples, obtaining a new embedded RKHS space H where the data can be separated
by using linear operations (see Figure 4-1).
x
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x
x
X H
φ
φ(x)
φ(o)
φ(o)
φ(o) φ(o)
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φ(x)
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o
o
o
Figure 4-1.: Mapping function example.
However, the computation of the inner product in the mapped space seems to be incon-
venient. In this sense, the so called kernel trick instead of mapping the data via ϕ and then
computing the inner product, allows to perform both procedures by using just one operation,
leaving the mapping completely implicit. In fact, there is not need to know the mapping
function ϕ but the modified inner product which actually is the kernel function κ [50].
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The resulting feature representation after applying κ is called the kernel matrix K ∈
RN×N , which holds the similarity measured by the kernel function for each pair of data
samples, where N is the total amount of samples. It should be quoted that the kernel matrix
K must be symmetric positive semi-definite in order to fulfill the Mercer’s conditions [50].
4.2. Multiple Kernel Learning
Recently, machine learning approaches have shown that the use of multiple kernels instead
of only one, can be useful to improve the interpretation of data [49]. With this aim, multiple
kernel learning (MKL) [51] allows to compute the similarity among data samples x and xˆ,
using their Z feature representations as:
κϑ (xz, xˆz) =
∑Z
z=1
ϑzκ (xz, xˆz) , (4-2)
being xz and xˆz the z−th feature value of samples x and xˆ, respectively, with z = 1, ..., Z.
Restricting the weighting factors of Eq. (4-2) to ϑz ≥ 0, and
∑Z
z=1 ϑz = 1 (∀ϑz ∈ R).
Thereby, the input data can be analyzed from different information sources by means of a
convex combination of basis kernels. Regarding to image processing, each pixel of an image
can be represented by combining Z image features based on MKL, enhancing the data
separability and supporting further clustering and/or classification stages. Nonetheless, as
can be seen in Eq. (4-2), it is necessary to fix the ϑz weighting factors, to take advantage,
as well as possible, of each feature representation.
4.2.1. MKL Weight Selection based on Feature Relevance Analysis
Aiming to fix the MKL weighting factors, we propose to employ feature relevance analysis.
Regarding this, traditional approaches such as the Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
try to find low-dimensional representations by searching the feature space directions with
the greatest variance in order to project the data. Although these approaches are commonly
used as feature extraction methods, they are useful to quantify the relevance of the original
features, providing weighting factors which take into account the best representations from
an explained variance point of view [52]. In this sense, we propose to select the MKL
weighting factors ϑz from Eq. (4-2) by means of a relevance analysis over the original feature
space.
Given a feature representation matrix F ∈ RN×Z , the relevance of each feature z can be
identified as the weighting factors ϑz, which are calculated as:
ϑ =
∑Bd
bd=1
|λbvb|, (4-3)
where ϑ ∈ RZ×1 is a vector containing the weighting factors for all Z features, and λb and
vb are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix F
>F , respectively. It can
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be inferred that the largest values of ϑ lead to the best input attributes, since they exhibit
overall higher correlations with the principal components. The Bd ∈ N value is fixed as the
number of dimensions needed to conserve a percentage of the input data variability.
The proposed methodology for building enhanced feature representations is tested to sup-
port the characterization stage of computer vision tasks. Particularly, we developed two
different frameworks on the field of image segmentation and video segmentation, which in-
clude the proposed methodology to incorporate multiple image feature representations in the
process. Following, in sections § 4.3, § 4.3.1 and § 4.3.2 the proposed framework for image
segmentation and its corresponding results are presented and discussed. Furthermore, the
developed framework for video segmentation with its corresponding results and discussion
are exposed in sections § 4.4, § 4.4.3 and § 4.4.4.
4.3. Weighted Gaussian Kernel Image Segmentation
We propose to implement the proposed MKL-based representation methodology to construct
enhanced feature representations in a new image segmentation framework called Weighted
Gaussian Kernel Image Segmentation (WGKIS). Proposed WGKIS for image segmentation
incorporates multiple color and spatial representations by means of a MKL approach. More-
over, the feature relevance analysis proposed in section § 4.2.1 is carried out to automatically
tune the feature weighting factors. The main goal of WGKIS is to attain meaningful seg-
mentations which could be used in further processes like object recognition.
Given an image X ∈ RwR×wC×Z , with wR rows, wC columns, and Z color and spatial
feature representations, a feature space matrix F ∈ RN×Z is calculated, with N = wR×wC .
The attained F is employed to compute the MKL feature weighting factors ϑ as explained
in section § 4.2.1.
Afterwards, Z Gaussian kernel matrices Gz ∈ RN×N are computed. To this, a Gaussian
kernel between each pair of pixels (i, j) and (i∗, j∗) as:
κz
(
xi,jz , x
i∗,j∗
z
)
= exp
(−(xi,jz − xi∗,j∗z )2
2ψφ2
)
, (4-4)
where φ ∈ R+ is the kernel bandwidth and ψ ∈ R+ stands to normalize the bandwidth
value. In case of color feature representations it is tuned as ψ = |xi,jz |1
∣∣xi∗,j∗z ∣∣1 , with |·| as
the 1-norm operator. For spatial information it is set according to the image size.
Having the weighting factors ϑ and the kernel matrices Gz, a weighted Gaussian kernel
matrix G ∈ Rwˆ×wˆ can be attained as G = ∑Zz=1 ϑzGz, as described in Eq. (4-2). The seg-
mentation process is carried out by using a kernel K-means algorithm [53] over the weighted
Gaussian kernel matrix G. Besides, the number of groups kg ∈ N of the spectral clus-
tering algorithm is estimated via an eigenvalue analysis performed over a weighted linear
kernel computed as KL = FWF
T , where Wp×p = diag(ϑp×1) [54]. Attained labels by the
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kernel K-means algorithm are stored into matrix S ∈ Nwc×wR with Si,j ∈ 1, 2, .., kg. Such
matrix describe the resulting segmented image. The proposed WGKIS scheme is shown in
Figure 4-2.
F kg
S
WGK KN-Kmeans
Feature Space Relevance Analysis k Estimation
X #
G
Figure 4-2.: WGKIS scheme.
4.3.1. WGKIS Experiments
The proposed methodology to build enhanced feature representations is tested as a sup-
porting stage of the proposed WGKIS. In this regard, we aim to test how the weighted
inclusion of multiple image sources improves the image segmentation performance. To this
end, the Berkeley Image Segmentation Database [55] is employed. The database holds 300
color images of 481 × 321 depicting a large variety of real world scenarios. Hand-labeled
segmentations made by 30 human subjects are available in order to perform objective eval-
uations. Original images are in jpg format and human segmentation results in seg format.
For concrete testing, images are resized to 97× 65. The following color representations are
employed to describe each pixel: RGB components, normalized rgb components, HSV com-
ponents and YCbCr components. As spatial information, the row position i and the column
position j of each pixel are used. Thus, for each image an input feature space F ∈ R6305×14
is obtained.
Since the image segmentation task does not have a unique solution, each human segmenter
can provide a different segmentation for the same input image, as seen in Figure 4-3. There-
fore, aiming to objectively evaluate the attained segmentation results, the Probabilistic Rand
Index (PR) is employed, which allows to compare a segmentation against multiple hand la-
beled ground-truth images, through soft non-uniform weighting of pixel pairs as function of
the variability in the ground-truth set [56]. Namely, the PR index aims to model the prob-
ability of a pair of pixels belonging to the same segmented region according to the human
ground-truth set, therefore, it has the capability to perform comparisons even if the number
of groups of each segmented image is different [57].
It is important to remark that for all the performed experiments, the WGKIS free pa-
rameter Bd is set in order to conserve a 90% of variability and the kernel bandwidth φ is
heuristically set as 0.7.
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a Original image b Ground-truth kg = 3 c Ground-truth kg = 7 d Ground-truth kg = 10
Figure 4-3.: Hand segmented ground-truth samples.
Two different kind of experiments are performed to test the developed WGKIS. The
first kind experiment aims to prove the effectiveness of the proposed methodology to build
enhanced feature representations for incorporating the multiple image features previously
defined. To this end, 20 images are randomly selected from the Berkeley dataset. The
WGKIS segmentation results over the 20 images are compared against GKIS (WGKIS with
equal weighting factors), and against traditional Kmeans using only the RGB components.
Figure 4-4 shows the attained results for each method. Furthermore, aiming to visually
analyze attained results, the segmented images for each method are exposed in Figure 4-
5 for the 388016 image of the dataset called blond-girl. The obtained WGKIS relevance
weights for blond-girl are shown in Figure 4-6.
The second experiment is performed to compare the WGKIS algorithm against a tradi-
tional image segmentation algorithm named Edge Detection and Image Segmentation Sys-
tem (EDISON), which is a low-level feature extraction tool that integrates confidence-based
edge detection and mean shift based image segmentation [58]. The EDISON system has
been widely used as a reference to compare image segmentation approaches [59, 60]. For
testing, the parameters of the EDISON system: scale bandwidth (bs) and color bandwidth
(bc), are set as suggested in [60]. Thus, three different configurations are used: EDISON1
bs = 7, bs = 7, EDISON2 bs = 7, bs = 15 and EDISON3 bs = 20, bs = 7. 50 randomly selected
images from the Berkeley database are used. The PR results for the second kind of exper-
iments are presented in Figure 4-7. Furthermore, the average estimated number of groups
and the average PR measure for all the 50 tested images are exposed in Table 4-1. Finally,
some relevant results are shown in Table 4-2 and Fig. 4-8, the EDISON1 configuration is
employed as baseline for the last .
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Figure 4-4.: Including multiple information sources results. — RGB kmeans, — GKIS,—
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Figure 4-5.: Blond-girl segmentation results.
Table 4-1.: Average number of groups and PR results for EDISON1, EDISON2, EDISON3
and WGKIS
Method kg PR
EDISON1 79.68± 47.65 0.660± 0.191
EDISON2 21.68± 25.53 0.473± 0.208
EDISON3 54.68± 43.46 0.589± 0.205
WGKIS 9.862± 4.412 0.742± 0.142
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Figure 4-6.: Weight selection by relevance feature analysis for the blond-girl image.
Figure 4-7.: Image segmentation results. — EDISON1, — EDISON2, — EDISON3 and —
WGKIS.
Table 4-2.: PR results and number of groups for images of Figure 4-8
Method a b c d e f
EDISON1
kg 100 61 76 43 32 46
PR 0.659 0.671 0.532 0.666 0.456 0.554
WGKIS
kg 8 6 4 4 9 10
PR 0.890 0.894 0.897 0.936 0.932 0.842
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a.1) a.2) a.3)
b.1) b.2) b.3)
c.1) c.2) c.3)
d.1) d.2) d.3)
e.1) e.2) e.3)
f.1) f.2) f.3)
Figure 4-8.: Image segmentation samples. Column 1: Original image. Column 2: WGKIS.
Coulmn 3: EDISON.
4.3.2. Discussion
From the first experiment it can be seen that proposed WGKIS attain better results for most
of the images (Figure 4-4), with an average PR measure of 0.716, while GKIS and RGB-
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Kmeans obtain 0.699 and 0.688 PR values respectively. Demonstrating that the weighted
inclusion of multiple image features enhances the pixel representation. A particular example
are the results attained for the blond-girl image, it can be seen how the Gaussian kernel based
segmentation using only RGB components poorly performs, lacking of extra information that
could improve the estimation of the number of groups and the kernel K-means clustering
(see Figure 4-5 b). The latter can be corroborated by a PR measure of 0.055. When the
spatial and color spaces information are incorporated by means of the MKL approach, the
performance improves significantly, obtaining a PR or 0.721 (see Figure 4-5 c). Finally,
when including the proposed methodology to build enhanced feature representations, the
best result is achieved obtaining a PR of 0.774. It can be explained by the estimated
weights using the relevance analysis, which allows to identify the most relevant features,
avoiding redundant information which could affect the pixel representation (see Figure 4-5
d).
When comparing the results of WGKIS against the state of the art EDISON system, it can
be seen from Figure 4-7 that our methodology obtains the best results in most of the cases,
obtaining the first place for 29 images, while EDISON1 for 16. In Table 4-1 are exposed the
mean results for the 50 images from the database, it can be seen that the WGKIS algorithm
obtains the best results with the highest mean PR measure 0.742, furthermore, obtains the
best stability exposing the lowest standard deviation 0.142. It is also remarkable that the
EDISON system tends to obtain over-segmented results, generating a large amount of groups
for each image, whereas the proposed algorithm can correctly estimate the number of objects
in the scene in most of the cases. The above can be explained by the correct estimation of
the number groups made by the eigenvalue analysis of the weighted linear kernel.
Image segmentation results attained by WGKIS methodology, and EDISON1 shown in
Figure 4-8 demonstrate that the proposed methodology produces more accurate segmenta-
tion regions than the EDISON system, which clearly generate over-segmented results. The
results in Table 4-2 expose that according to the PR measure, WGKIS methodology gen-
erate very similar segmentations as those realized by each human subject, identifying the
objects present in the scene. In contrast, EDISON system generates a large amount of groups
for each image, hence, the PR measure penalizes the results. However, it is important to
note that all the approaches based on spectral techniques require a high computational cost
due to the similarity matrix estimation.
4.4. Weighted Gaussian Kernel Video Segmentation
Now, we aim to incorporate the proposed methodology to build enhanced feature repre-
sentations as the characterization stage of a new video segmentation framework based on
background subtraction called Weighted Gaussian Kernel Video Segmentation (WGKVS).
Developed WGKVS aims to represent each pixel by incorporating multiple similarity mea-
sures against a background model for different color representations, moreover, pixel spatial
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information is also included. Afterwards, the weighting factors of each Z feature are set
according to the feature relevance analysis described in section § 4.2.1. Developed WGKVS
purpose is to obtain meaningful segmentations which could be useful in processes like object
recognition, without requiring the manual set of a large number of parameters.
4.4.1. WGKVS Background Initialization
Looking for a suitable video segmentation, a background model initialization approach is
introduced. To this end, given a set of frames {Xt : t = 1, . . . , T} with T ∈ N, we propose
to use a subsequence of frames Tb ∈ N (Tb < T ), to initialize a background model as in [61].
This approach, using an optical flow algorithm is able to construct a statistical background
model with the most likely static pixels during the subsequence for each color representation,
and it also computes its standard deviation. Hence, a background model N (µ,Σ) for each
pixel is attained, where µ ∈ RZ and Σ ∈ RZ×Z describe the mean vector and covariance
matrix of considered features.
4.4.2. WGKVS Background Subtraction
Given a pixel xt from frame Xt with t > Tb and its corresponding background model
obtained as described in section § 4.4.1, we propose to perform a background subtraction
procedure by elaborating a feature space based on multiple kernel representations similar
as in section § 4.2, but instead of adding all the kernel information sources, we propose to
conform an enhanced feature space Ft ∈ RN×Z for each frame Xt. Namely, for pixel xt
attained representation is defined as:
ft = [ϑt,1κ1(xt,1, µ1) . . . ϑt,ZκZ(xt,Z , µZ)] , (4-5)
where xt,Z corresponds to the Z−th representation of pixel x at time t, and µZ is the mean
background value for the same pixel in the Zth feature. With such combination, we aim to
incorporate the kernel similarity measures between each input pixel and its corresponding
background model value for all considered features. Overall, high values in ft will denote
that pixel xt is very likely to belong to the background. The well-known Gaussian kernel is
used as basis kernel κ as:
κz (xt,z, µz) = exp
(−(xt,z − µz)2
2σz2
)
, (4-6)
where the kernel bandwidth σz corresponds to a percentage of the standard deviation in
the feature z computed from section § 4.4.1. Afterwards, the spatial information is included
into F as new characteristics, and using the relevance analysis described in section § 4.2.1,
the weighting factors ϑ are computed. Then, an enhanced feature representation space is
computed as Fˆ = F diag(ϑ).
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To perform the segmentation, a K-means clustering algorithm with a fixed number of
clusters kg = 2 is employed over Fˆt. Hence, foreground pixels are grouped in a cluster and
background pixels in the other one. Initially, the clusters are located at the coordinates
given by the cluster initialization algorithm called maxmin described in [62], making the
segmentation process more stable. As a result, a segmented image represented with matrix
St is obtained. Finally, using a post-process stage, groups of pixels detected as moving
objects that do not surpass a value um of minimum size for an object are deleted from St,
obtaining a matrix Sˆt ∈ [0, 1]wr×wc . In Figure 4-9 is illustrated the general scheme for
WGKVS.
Xt
t<Tb
t>Tb
Background 
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Figure 4-9.: WGKVS scheme.
4.4.3. WGKVS Experiments
Three different experiments are performed in order to test the proposed WGKVS. The first
one aims to prove the effectiveness of the proposed WGKVS approach when incorporating
multiple information sources into the segmentation process with an automatic weighting
selection. The second experiment compares the attained segmentation results of WGKVS
against a state of the art algorithm. Lastly, the purpose of the third experiment is to proof
if the attained segmented regions by WGKVS could be used to support object classifica-
tion stages. To this aim, three different databases are employed. Each database includes
image sequences that represent typical surveillance scenarios. Following, the databases are
described.
DBa - A-Star-Perception1: Contains 9 image sequences recorded in both indoor and outdoor
scenarios. Moreover, the image resolution vary from low image resolution sequences
(160 × 120) to medium size resolution images (320 × 240). Hand-segmented ground-
truths are available for random frames of the sequence. Each ground-truth pixel holds
1http://perception.i2r.astar.edu.sg
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two possible labels: 0 (black) for background pixels and 255 (white) for foreground
pixels.
DBb - Left-Packages2: Holds 5 different image sequences recorded at an interior scenario
which has several illumination changes. The main purpose of this database is the
identification of abandoned objects (a box and a bag). For testing, hand-segmented
ground-truths from randomly selected frames are made with two possible labels for
each pixel: 0 (black) for background pixels and 255 (white) for foreground pixels. All
videos have a medium size resolution (388× 244).
DBc - MSA3: Contains a single indoor sequence, with stable lighting conditions, nonetheless,
strong shadows are casted by the moving objects. The purpose of this sequence is the
detection of abandoned objects, in this case a briefcase. In order to attain quantitative
measures, hand-segmented ground-truths from randomly selected frames are made with
two possible labels: 0 (black) for background pixels and 255 (white) for foreground
pixels. The image sequence has a medium size resolution (320× 240).
For measuring the accuracy of the attained segmentation by the proposed methodology,
three different pixel-based measures have been adopted: Recall rθ, Precision pθ and F1. All
of them belong to the interval R ⊂ [01] and are calculated as:
• rθ = tp/ (tp + fn)
• pθ = tp/ (tp + fp)
• F1 = 2rθpθ/(pθ + rθ),
where tp (true positives), fp (false positives) and fn (false negatives) are obtained while
comparing against a hand-segmented ground-truth. A method is considered good if it reaches
high Recall measures, without sacrificing Precision. The F1 measure is generally used to
compare results attained by different methodologies, so, the higher its value the better the
attained segmentation.
For concrete testing, the image features Z employed in section § 4.4.2 were the RGB
components, and the the normalized RGB components (rgb) [63], which are commonly
employed to suppress the shadows formed by the moving objects as described in [64]. It is
important to remark that the same 6 features were employed in section § 4.4.1 to initialize
the model. As spatial features, we propose to include the row i and column position j of
each pixel. Hence, a resulting feature space Fˆt ∈ RN×8 is obtained. Besides, for all the
performed experiments, the size of the set of frames used for the background modeling is set
as T : b = 50, the kernel bandwidth σz is heuristically set as 5 times the standard deviation
of the corresponding pixel, and the minimum size of a detected moving object is set as a
percentage of the total image size 0.005(wR × wC).
2http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIARDATA1
3http://cvprlab.uniparthenope.it
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Experiment 1 With the purpose of proving the effectiveness of the proposed WGKVS when
incorporating multiple information sources into the segmentation process, we compare the
segmentation results of WGKVS against GKVS (WGKVS with equal weighting factors), and
traditional GKVS-RGB (GKVS using only RGB components). For concrete testing, the se-
quences: DBa-WaterSurface, DBa-Fountain, DBa-ShoppingMall, DBa-Hall, DBb-LeftBag,
DBb-LeftBox and DBc-MSA are used. The first two sequences are recorded in outdoor
scenarios which present high variations due to their nature, hence the segmentation pro-
cess posses a considerable challenge. The DBa-ShoppingMall and DBa-Hall sequences are
recorded in public halls, in which are present many moving objects generating strong shad-
ows and crossing each other, hindering the segmentation task. The last three videos are
recorded in indoor scenarios, however there are several illumination changes due to the sun
light and the generated shadows.
Figures 4-10 and 4-12 show some sample segmentation results attained by the three
different configurations above described for the DBa-Fountain sequence 1509th frame and
for the DBa-WaterSurface sequence 1523th frame respectively. The corresponding weighting
factors for each frame are exposed in Figures 4-11 and 4-13.
a Frame 1509th b Background model c GKVS-RGB
d GKVS e WGKVS f Ground-truth
Figure 4-10.: DBa-Fountain segmentation results.
In Table 4-3 are exposed the supervised pixel measures attained by GKVS-RGB, GKVS
and WGKVS. Highlighted are the best obtained measures for each video.
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Figure 4-11.: Relevance weights for sequence DBa-Fountain (Frame 1509th).
a Frame 1523rd b Background model c GKVS-RGB
d GKVS e WGKVS f Ground-truth
Figure 4-12.: DBa-WaterSurface segmentation results.
Experiment 2 Now, we compare the WGKVS algorithm against a traditional video segmen-
tation algorithm named Self-Organizing Approach to Background Subtraction (SOBS) [46].
This algorithm builds a codebook during a training phase to model the background. The
background subtraction task is performed by measuring the squared Manhalanobis distance
between each new input pixel and their corresponding codebook values, if given a threshold
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Figure 4-13.: Relevance weights for sequence DBa-WaterSurface (Frame 1523rd).
Table 4-3.: Segmentation performance for the three configurations of WGKVS
GKVS-RGB GKVS WGKVS
Video rθ pθ F1 rθ pθ F1 rθ pθ F1
DBa-WaterSurface 0.657 0.995 0.791 0.692 0.995 0.816 0.701 0.994 0.822
DBa-Fountain 0.509 0.897 0.649 0.559 0.909 0.692 0.587 0.908 0.713
DBa-ShoppingMall 0.436 0.385 0.409 0.481 0.653 0.554 0.512 0.645 0.571
DBa-Hall 0.389 0.709 0.504 0.422 0.729 0.533 0.420 0.737 0.535
DBb-LeftBag 0.510 0.639 0.567 0.514 0.702 0.593 0.507 0.728 0.600
DBb-LeftBox 0.697 0.906 0.788 0.691 0.912 0.786 0.729 0.915 0.812
DBc-MSA 0.756 0.715 0.735 0.815 0.711 0.759 0.819 0.702 0.756
none of such values match the input pixel, then, it is labeled as foreground, otherwise, it
is labeled as background, and the codebook for such pixel is updated in a self-organizing
manner, aiming to learn the scene variations and to consider spatial relationships. The
SOBS video segmentation approach has been used as a reference to compare video seg-
mentation approaches, moreover, it has been included in recent video surveillance systems
surveys [28, 38], besides, it was included in the Change Detection Challenge 2012 [48]. The
SOBS algorithm requires the setting of 10 parameters, for testing, all of them are left as
default except the SOBS K parameter, which is the number of frames used for the training
phase. Such parameter is set as Tb in order to give the same amount of information to both
SOBS and WGKVS for the background modeling.
In Figures 4-14 and 4-15 are the segmentation results using WGKVS and SOBS for
the 996th frame of the sequence DBb-LeftBag and 1980th frame of the sequence DBa-
ShoppingMall respectively. In order to campare, Table 4-4 expose the segmentation results
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for the SOBS algorithm and again the WGKVS results.
a Frame 996th b SOBS c WGKVS d Ground-truth
Figure 4-14.: DBb-LeftBag video segmentation results.
a Frame 1980th b SOBS c WGKVS d Ground-truth
Figure 4-15.: DBa-ShoppingMall video segmentation results.
Table 4-4.: Segmentation performance for SOBS and WGKVS
SOBS WGKVS
Video rθ pθ F1 rθ pθ F1
DBa-WaterSurface 0.709 0.998 0.829 0.701 0.994 0.822
DBa-Fountain 0.349 0.971 0.513 0.587 0.908 0.713
DBa-ShoppingMall 0.522 0.661 0.583 0.512 0.645 0.571
DBa-Hall 0.488 0.607 0.539 0.420 0.737 0.535
DBb-LeftBag 0.472 0.642 0.544 0.507 0.848 0.600
DBb-LeftBox 0.746 0.806 0.775 0.729 0.915 0.812
DBc-MSA 0.778 0.788 0.783 0.819 0.702 0.756
Experiment 3 Finally, the third type of experiment is made in order to test how the
proposed WGKVS supports and object recognition system. Particularly, the recognition
of unattended objects such as bags or boxes in public premises (i.e. airports, train stations
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etc.) is a task of great importance in the computer vision field, since these abandoned objects
could be considered as a mean of terrorist threats [65].
In this sense, using the segmented frame St, the groups detected as moving objects that
are spatially split, are relabelled as new independent regions and enclosed in bounding boxes.
Afterwards, each bounding box is mapped to the original frame Xt, attaining a set {Y pt : p =
1 . . . Pt} of RGB matrices, where Pt is the total number of detected regions. Having the set
Yt, we propose to use the object characterization process described in [66], which represents
each object by using the geometrical and statistical features presented in Table 4-5. Since
the challenge is to detect unattended objects in places with moving people, a knn classifier
is trained using a dataset of 70 images of people and 82 images of baggage objects. As
validation, we propose to use the objects segmented by WGKVS. It is important to remark,
that the objects from the dataset used for training are characterized by the same process.
Table 4-5.: Considered features for abandoned object classification.
Lines Corners
- Percentage of lines: diagonal, - Total of corners.
horizontal and vertical. - Percentage of corners: left,
- Vertical lines: percentage of lines right, top and bottom.
placed at the left, right and in the center. - Horizontal and vertical
- Horizontal lines: percentage of lines placed standard deviation.
at the top, bottom and in the middle.
Ellipses Other Features
- Fitting ellipse aspect ratio. - Hu’s moments.
- Fitting ellipse area ratio.
For testing, the sequences: DBb-LeftBag, DBb-LeftBox and DBb-MSA are used. In
Figure 4-16, are shown some resulting bounded objects. In total, 38 objects are used as
validation, 11 belong to the baggage objects class and 27 to the people class. Figure 4-17
presents two samples of the characterization process for a person and a bag. The classification
results are exposed in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6.: Confusion matrix using the Knn classifier.
People Baggage Objects
People 21 6
Baggage Objects 1 10
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a DBc-MSA objects b DBb-LeftBag objects c DBc-LeftBag objects
Figure 4-16.: WGKVS segmented objects samples.
a Original Object b Corners c Lines d Fitting Shapes
Figure 4-17.: Geometrical features samples for objects of the two classes.
4.4.4. Discussion
From the attained results for the first experiment, it can be seen that when working only with
the RGB components, proposed framework does not achieve a suitable performance, lacking
of extra information to enhance the clustering process (see Figure 4-12(c) and Table 4-3).
When the rgb components and the spatial information are incorporated, the performance
improves for most of the videos as presented in the Table 4-3. Besides, Figure 4-12(d)
shows a visual example of the improvement in the segmentation. Finally, using the proposed
WGKVS methodology the best results are achieved. Although the weighting factors are
almost equal for the given frame samples(see Figures 4-11 and 4-13), an improvement in
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the segmentation can be visually appreciated in Figures 4-10(e) and 4-12(e). The above
can be corroborated by the attained F1 results exposed in Table 4-3, where the WGKVS
expose the best F1 measure for 4 of the 6 videos.
The second experiment exhibits that overall the proposed WGKVS methodology results
are competitive against the ones attained by the SOBS algorithm(see Table4-6). From
Figures 4-14 and 4-15, it can be noticed that WGKVS framework achieves more reliable
segmented regions which could be used in further stages like the classification of objects. It
is worth saying that the low SOBS results could be explained by the SOBS K parameter
which by default is set as 200, for the performed experiment such parameter was reduced to
40 frames.
The segmented objects by the WGKVS for the third experiment (see Figure 4-16), are
accurate for the employed characterization process as it can be appreciated in Figure 4-17.
The aforementioned can be corroborated with a classification performance of 84.21%, which
is significantly high given that a simple knn classifier was used, and moreover, that the
resolution of the segmented regions is quite low. The misclassified samples belonging to the
people class, are objects where the complete body of the person is not in the scene, therefore,
they not match any of the people class objects used in the training phase.
4.5. Conclusions
A new methodology for building enhanced feature representations to support machine learn-
ing processes was proposed. Using a multiple kernel learning approach, proposed method-
ology aims to incorporate multiple information sources into the process by means of kernel
similarity measures. Moreover, the importance of each information source is automatically
weighted by a feature relevance analysis. Proposed methodology is tested in image pro-
cessing by including multiple image features to describe each pixel. Particularly, developed
methodology was implemented to support two computer vision tasks: image segmentation
and video segmentation. Regarding this, two different frameworks were proposed. The first
one called WGKIS, aims to perform an image segmentation by using an spectral clustering
based approach over a multiple Gaussian kernel matrix obtained from the proposed method-
ology. The purpose of the second developed framework named WGKVS, is to perform a
video segmentation given a sequence of frames recorded by an static camera. WGKVS
builds an enhanced feature space following based on multiple kernel representations, after-
wards, the segmentation is performed by using a tuned kmeans algorithm, attaining in one
cluster the pixels belonging to the foreground and the pixels belonging to the background
in the other. Experiments for both segmentation frameworks exhibited that when including
multiple color spaces information to describe each pixel by means of the proposed method-
ology, the segmentation results improved, furthermore, the attained segmented regions were
more meaningful.
Regarding WGKIS, attained results also showed that the estimation of the number of
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groups made by means of the eigenvalue analysis of the weighted linear kernel was accurate,
supporting the performance of the spectral clustering algorithm. As future work, we will
study alternatives to automatically estimate WGKIS free parameters. Furthermore, due to
the complexity of the proposed WGKIS, a GPU computation scheme could be proposed in
order to achieve a real-time application over full size images.
Experiments for WGKVS also showed that the proposed framework has stable results
using the same parameters for all the experiments, and that is suitable for supporting real
surveillance applications like the classification of abandoned objects. Moreover, attained
results exposed that WGKVS performs equally as state of the art approaches such as the
SOBS algorithm. However, there is still the challenge of including temporal and spatial
dynamics into the background modelling process in order to be able to deal with more
complex video surveillance scenarios.
5. A New Approach to Incorporate Data
Spatial Relations to Support Video
Segmentation Tasks
Video sequences recorded in real world scenarios present some conditions, in which elements
of the foreground and background reach similar dynamics, (e.g., moving objects that become
static for a time period, or static objects that start moving due to the own nature of the scene)
therefore the background subtraction task becomes complex. Most of video segmentation
approaches which focus their attention only in background modeling [35, 46], could tend to
fail in the detection of such scene conditions, leading to low discrimination performances.
Hence, learning only background behaviors is not enough to infer a suitable background
model. Furthermore, aside from the intrinsic usefulness of being able to segment video
streams into foreground and background components, detecting moving objects provides a
focus of attention for recognition, classification, and activity analysis, making these later
steps more efficient [67]. Therefore, it is desirable to identify, model, and track the dynamics
of foreground elements. Afterwards, if a given pixel is identified as a foreground component
(moving or static), then this information should be included into the background model.
Moreover, due to the intrinsic dynamics of video recordings, the estimated background model
can’t be assumed as stationary, it must be considered as an online learning task which
fluctuates along time, in this regard, the model parameters should be updated for each new
input sample.
In this sense, we present in this chapter a new kernel-based video segmentation framework,
which using an optical flow based methodology aims to identify spatial information related
to the objects in the scene. Namely, proposed framework uses motion information to track
moving objects, which can stop or change smoothly their movement along the video. Objects
detected as static are stored into a memory, with the purpose of weighting such information
into the background modeling process. Moreover, based on the assumption that background
elements behavior tends to be static, we propose a background updating methodology which
analyses the pixel variability over a time window, and afterwards decide if including the new
information into the model. Experiments are performed to test the proposed framework
over real world scenarios, particularly videos in which foreground and background dynamics
become similar. Besides, attained results are compared against state of the art approaches
by using supervised measures.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section § 5.1 the proposed
methodology to identify spatial information is described. The variability-based background
updating approach is presented in section § 5.2. Experiments and results are shown in
section § 5.4. Finally, in sections § 5.5 and 5.6 we discuss and conclude about the attained
results.
5.1. Highlighting Spatial Relationships based on Optical
Flow
5.1.1. Region Change Detection
Given a frame matrix set {Xt}, we compute the mean intensity matrixMt ∈ RwR×wC holding
elements mi,jt = E
{
xi,jt,z : ∀z ∈ Z
}
, where xi,jt,z is the color intensity of pixel (i, j) belonging to
frame Xt at color channel z. To detect informative changes between two consecutive frames,
t−1 and t, matrix Mt is split into several patches, each one of size wΩ×wΩ, with wΩ  wC .
Then, to accentuate moving pixels from frame t − 1 to t, the matrix Ht of size wR × wC
is introduced, containing elements in the form of the following Sum of Absolute Differences
(SAD)[68, 69]:
hi,jt =
{
1,
∥∥Ωi,jt −Ωi,jt−1∥∥2F < ξH
0, Otherwise
(5-1)
where each couple of subsequent patches Ωi,jt , Ω
i,j
t−1 ⊂ RwΩ×wΩ hold spatial pixels neighboring
element (i, j) belonging to matrices Mt and Mt−1, respectively, ξH ⊂ R+ is an a priori
threshold parameter, and notation ‖·‖F stands for the Frobenius norm operator. Thus,
matrix Ht in Eq. (5-1) highlights patches of pixels that considerably changed from frame
t− 1 to t.
5.1.2. Motion Modeling by Optical Flow
Now the task is to estimate the movement direction of each patch from Ht. To this end,
we compute a vector field describing pixel velocities of image sequences. Though this vector
field can be calculated based on optical flow, the majority of widely used procedures based
on optical flow require high computational burden [70, 71]. To cope with this, we propose a
selective optical flow approach that consists on searching each patch highlighted as moving
at time instant t− 1 into neighboring patches of the new input frame at time instant t.
To be precise, the patch Ωi
∗,j∗
t ∈Mt that best matches the patch highlighted as moving
Ωi,jt−1 ∈Mt−1 according to the SAD measure, is used to estimate the optical flow field. So,
to find the best matching patch, the searching process is carried out into a neighborhood
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of size k ⊂ N around pixel (i, j) (center pixel of the patch highlighted as moving). Then,
to encode the apparent movement measured between frames t − 1 and t, we calculate the
relative coordinates (∆i = i− i∗,∆j = j − j∗) of the best patch Ωi∗,j∗t , which are afterwards
stored in matrices At ⊂ ZwR×wC and Bt ⊂ ZwR×wC , respectively. Lastly, to get a more
compact description, object movement is directly computed from the optical flow angle
matrix Qt ⊂ RwR×wC holding elements qi,jt = tan−1(bi,jt /ai,jt ), with qi,jt ∈ R[0, 360].
5.1.3. Object Movement Identification and Static Object Memory
Computation
At this stage, we aim to identify from the computed matrix Ht the patches highlighted as
moving which describe foreground regions. Afterwards, for each region, motion information
based on optical flow matrix Qt is calculated to perform a tracking of the moving objects in
the scene. Finally, the information obtained by the tracking is used to update the background
model.
To this end, the first step is to identify foreground regions as groups of spatially connected
patches highlighted as moving. Thus, a connectivity-based operation over Ht is carried out,
labeling spatially connected patches. Namely, we label the following regions of interest: label
’1’ makes up a first approximation about the background, label ’2’ makes up one connected
region, and so on until label ’Dt’ that makes up the Dt-th connected region, at time instant
t. Then, each d − th region (d = 2, ..., Dt) region is mapped into matrix Qt to further
compute a local optical flow angle histogram. From such histogram, the most frequent value
is calculated and is stored in βndt ∈ R[0, 360]. Note that βndt is an estimation of the motion
direction trend of each region d. Additionally, the motion trend magnitude βmdt ∈ R is
calculated as the average magnitude over all optical flow vectors in region d that satisfy βndt
trend.
To perform the tracking, each object d is enclosed by a bounding box, which is displaced
at frame t + 1 according to βndt and βm
d
t . In that way, we are predicting the new position
of each object by taking into account its previous movement. After that, the displaced
bounding box of each object d is mapped to Ht aiming to check the number of moving
pixels λnt+1d ∈ N in region d at t + 1 instant. Object d is considered as moving from t to
t+ 1 if the following condition is fulfilled:
λnt+1d
λntd
> ξλ, (5-2)
with ξλ ∈ R+. Otherwise, if Eq. (5-2) is not accomplished, object d is considered as static
and the coordinates of all the pixels Cdt ∈ N inside of the respective bounding box are stored
into an static memory set Φt ∈ NCdt ×2, additionally, the number of moving pixels λntd is also
stored. Finally, with Ct an static memory matrix Lt ⊂ {0, 1}wR×wC is computed as:
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li,jt =
{
1 if pixel (i, j) ∈ Φt
0 Otherwise
. (5-3)
Matrix Lt is going to be further used to incorporate the spatial information of static
objects in the scene. Note that, the static object d stored can only be considered as moving,
if at a posterior time instant the condition of Eq. (5-2) corresponding is accomplished, then,
all the information related to object d is removed from Φt.
5.2. Background Modeling using Variability Constraints
The main goal of our approach is to deal with real-world environment conditions, looking for
a background model that allows to deal with non-stationary changes, which are inherent to
video surveillance scenes. Hence, we propose to employ a Gaussian-based background model
N (µt,z, σt,z) with mean µzt ∈ R+ and variance σt,z ∈ R+ to estimate the probability function
of each pixel in each color channel z.
The model parameters µi,jt,z and σ
i,j
t,z for pixel i, j in each color channel z are updated
based on the assumption that background elements tend to be more static than foreground
elements. To this end, the mean γi,jµ,t,z ∈ R+ and standard deviation γi,jσ,t,z ∈ R+ of pixel i, j
are estimated from the last T pixel values as:
γi,jµ,t,z = E
{
xi,jt,z : t ∈ T
}
, (5-4)
γi,jσ,t,z = σ{xi,jt,z : t ∈ T}, (5-5)
where σ{·} is the standard deviation operator. It is important to note that γi,jµ,t,z and γi,jσ,t,z
are computed only by using the last T frames, then it is only needed to store these frames
for such computation. Finally, using the estimated mean and standard deviation, and the
spatial information encoded in matrix Lt, the Gaussian-based background model parameters
µi,j,zt and σ
i,j,z
t are updated as in (5-6) and (5-7)
µi,j,zt =

γi,jµ,t,z
(
γi,jσ,t,z < σ
i,j
t−1,z
)⋂ (
li,jt = 0
)
µi,j,zt−1 Otherwise
. (5-6)
σi,jt,z =

γi,jσ,t,z
(
γi,jσ,t,z < σ
i,j
t−1,z
)⋂ (
li,jt = 0
)
σi,jt−1,z Otherwise
. (5-7)
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5.3. Kernel-based Background Subtraction
Having the background model estimated in section § 5.2, a clustering-based segmentation
algorithm as described in section § 4.4.2 is used to extract the moving objects from the scene.
The RGB components and the row and column position are used as information sources to
construct the enhanced feature representation space. As a result, a segmented binary matrix
St ⊂ {0, 1}wR×wC is attained.
5.3.1. Dealing with Illumination Changes
Nonetheless, some scene artifacts (e.g. light variations, shadows) perturb the quality of
the segmented image. Regarding this, we propose to debug the segmented matrix St by
employing the shadow suppression approach explained in [64]. To this end, the first step
is to represent each input pixel xi,jt and its corresponding background model mean value
µi,jt with normalized rgb components [63]. The use of such color representation is more
insensitive to shadows perturbation, however, they have the disadvantage of losing lightness
information [72]. To cope with this, each pixel and the corresponding background model
are also represented with the sum of their respective RGB components. Afterwards, pixel
i, j is compared against the corresponding background model value, by using the normalized
RGB and the sum of RGB representations, such differences are compared against ξn and
ξs thresholds respectively. Then, if both differences surpass the thresholds, the label s
i,j
t of
pixel i, j is still 1 (foreground), otherwise, it means that such pixel corresponds to a shadow,
so si,jt = 0 is relabeled as background.
Figure 5-1 expose the general scheme of proposed methodology for background subtrac-
tion. The feedback loop in Static Object Memory and Background Update stages represents
that the task is an online learning task, which depends on the information previously learned.
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Figure 5-1.: Proposed methodology scheme.
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5.4. Experiments
The proposed methodology for video segmentation is tested using the databases exposed in
section § 4.4.3. Three different experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed method-
ology, the first one aims to visually analyze some particular results of the section § 5.1 to
highlight spatial information based on optical flow. The second experiment is performed
to analyze the behavior of the illumination and shadow debugging stage exposed in sec-
tion § 5.3.1 while varying its parameters. Finally the third experiment aims to compare
the obtained results by the proposed methodology against the ones attained by the SOBS
algorithm explained in section § 4.4.3.
Considering the image resolution, proposed methodology free parameters are experimen-
tally set as referred in Table 5-1 for all the experiments. Note that parameters k, ξλ and T
could be set according to the FPS of the input video, since they are strictly related to the
changes between frame to frame.
Table 5-1.: Proposed methodology parameters.
Parameter Value
wΩ 0.02
√
wR × wC
ζH 20 (wΩ × wΩ)
k 3wΩ
ξλ 0.5
T 15
ξn ∗ 0.03
ξs ∗ 75
* The values for these two parameters is varied in Experiment 2.
Experiment 1 In order to make clear the contribution of the section § 5.1 to highlight
spatial information based on optical flow, we aim to visually analyze some particular results
using the DBb-LeftBag video sequence (see Figure 5-2). Particularly, Figure 5.2b shows
the resulting Ht matrix explained in section § 5.1.1. The obtained optical flow matrix Qt
explained in section § 5.1.2 is shown in Figure 5.2c. Moreover, Figure 5.2d depicts the
computed motion direction optical flow trend βndt . Note that some morphological filters are
applied to attain a smoother representation of the object.
Figure 6-11 shows an example of the proposed stage to detect static objects. Figures 5.3b
and 5.3c shows the attained optical flow matrix Qt and static matrix Lt respectively. The
mean value of the generated background model is exposed in Figure 5.3d.
Experiment 2 Aiming to study the performance of the proposed illumination and shadow
debugging stage explained in section § 5.3.1, three different configurations for parameters ξn
and ξs are employed as depicted in Table 5-2. The first configuration, called ’No debug’,
corresponds as not using the proposed stage for illumination and shadow debugging. The
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a Frame 17th b Detected moving pixels (white)
c Optical flow calculation (zoom over mov-
ing pixels)
d Optical flow mode (zoom over moving
pixels)
Figure 5-2.: Motion detection results for DBb-LeftBag video
second and the third configurations, ’Debug 1’ and ’Debug 2’ respectively, are used to see
how the segmentation results are affected by the proposed stage. Intuitively, ’Debug 1’ will
be more strict than ’Debug 2’, relabeling most of the segmented areas which correspond to
shadows.
Table 5-2.: Parameter configurations for illumination and shadow debugging stage.
Configuration ξn ξs
No debug 0.00 255
Debug 1 0.05 75
Debug 2 0.03 75
The segmentation results for each category are assessed by using the supervised pixel-
based measures exposed in section § 4.4.3. As database, the following image sequences are
considered since they present strong shadows and illumination changes: DBa-ShoppingMall,
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a Frame 45th b Optical flow calculation (zoom over mov-
ing pixels)
c Estimated static region d Background model
Figure 5-3.: Detection of static object after movement (DBb-LeftBag video)
DBb-LeftBag, DBb-LeftBox and DBc-MSA.
Table 5-3 exposes the attained segmentation results for each illumination and shadow de-
bugging configuration. Moreover, in Figure 5-4, the segmentation results for some particular
frames are exposed, with their respective supervised measures.
Table 5-3.: Segmentation performance using the three parameter configurations for the illu-
mination and shadow debug stage.
No debug Debug 1 Debug 2
Video rθ pθ F1 rθ pθ F1 rθ pθ F1
DBa-ShoppingMall 0.823 0.281 0.424 0.427 0.745 0.543 0.602 0.645 0.622
DBb-LeftBag 0.962 0.462 0.624 0.417 0.994 0.587 0.531 0.764 0.629
DBb-LeftBox 0.962 0.456 0.614 0.743 0.992 0.849 0.822 0.889 0.854
DBc-MSA 0.988 0.664 0.794 0.709 0.993 0.827 0.762 0.989 0.860
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a DBa-ShoppingMall
frame 535th
b rθ = 0.926, pθ = 0.566,
F1 = 0.702
c rθ = 0.616, pθ = 0.955,
F1 = 0.749
d rθ = 0.772, pθ = 0.877,
F1 = 0.821
e DBb-LeftBag frame
155th
f rθ = 0.954, pθ = 0.521,
F1 = 0.674
g rθ = 0.450, pθ = 1.000,
F1 = 0.621
h rθ = 0.512, pθ = 1.000,
F1 = 0.678
i DBb-LeftBox frame
721st
j rθ = 0.935, pθ = 0.389,
F1 = 0.550
k rθ = 0.784, pθ = 1.000,
F1 = 0.879
l rθ = 0.796, pθ = 1.000,
F1 = 0.886
m DBc-MSA frame
165th
n rθ = 0.974, pθ = 0.633,
F1 = 0.767
o rθ = 0.938, pθ = 0.975,
F1 = 0.951
p rθ = 0.968, pθ = 0.945,
F1 = 0.956
Figure 5-4.: Segmentation results using the parameter configurations exposed in Table 5-2
for the illumination and shadow debugging stage. Column 1: Original frame,
Column 2: ’No debug’, Column 3: ’Debug 1’, Column 4: ’Debug 2’
Experiment 3 In this experiment, the segmentation results obtained by the proposed
methodology are compared against the ones attained by the SOBS algorithm using the
supervised pixel-based measures described in section § 4.4.3. To this aim, the following im-
age sequences are employed: DBa-WaterSurface, DBa-ShoppingMall, DBb-LeftBag, DBb-
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LeftBox and DBc-MSA. The parameters of the SOBS algorithm are left as default except
the number of frames needed for the training phase which is adjusted as 2T .
In Table 5-4 are presented the computed measures for the proposed approach and the
SOBS algorithm. Additionally, in Figure 5-5 and 5-6 some relevant segmentation results
related to the proposed algorithm and the SOBS method are presented.
Table 5-4.: Segmentation performance for the proposed approach and SOBS.
SOBS Proposed approach
Video rθ pθ F1 rθ pθ F1
DBa-WaterSurface 0.709 0.998 0.829 0.703 0.968 0.817
DBa-ShoppingMall 0.539 0.687 0.604 0.602 0.645 0.622
DBb-LeftBag 0.472 0.642 0.544 0.531 0.764 0.629
DBb-LeftBox 0.746 0.806 0.774 0.822 0.889 0.854
DBc-MSA 0.778 0.788 0.783 0.762 0.989 0.860
a Frame 155th b SOBS background model c Proposed approach back-
ground model
d Ground-truth e SOBS segmentation f Proposed approach segmen-
tation
Figure 5-5.: DBb-LeftBag video segmentation results.
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a Frame 1509th b SOBS background model c Proposed approach back-
ground model
d Ground-truth e SOBS segmentation f Proposed approach segmen-
tation
Figure 5-6.: DBa-WaterSurface video segmentation results.
5.5. Discussion
Results from the first experiment show that our approach is able to identify the movement
direction of foreground objects in the scene, even if they become static for long periods of
time. Particularly, it can be noticed from Figure 5.2a that our framework is able to identify
the pixels that changed from the 16th to the 17th frame. Moreover, the computed optical flow
over the patches highlighted as moving (see Figure 5.2b) has a visible direction trend of 90◦,
which is successfully identified by proposed approach, as it can be appreciated in Figure 5.2d.
Now, from Figure 5-3 it can be seen that proposed methodology is able to detect the static
object in the scene, in this case, a person who was previously walking and stops at the
45th frame. Computed optical flow for this frame doesn’t show a clear motion trend (see
Figure 5.3b), moreover, its corresponding λn is significantly lower than the previous one,
therefore, such object is identified as static as shown in Figure 5.3c. Regarding this, the
background model at the 45th frame is not altered by the presence of such object and is
suitably inferred, as can be visually corroborated in Figure 5.3d.
From the second experiment it can be noticed that the employed illumination and shadow
debugging stage has a big influence over the segmentation results. Table 5-3 exhibits that
the parameter configuration ’No debug’ attains for all the cases the highest Recall measure,
however the Precision tends to be very low, this is explained since the attained segmented
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regions for this configuration are big enough to cover most of the foreground objects in the
scene, nevertheless, they also include big shadow regions (see Figure 5-4), lowering the F1
measure. On the other hand, ’Debug 1’ reaches high Precision but low Recall values, since
the attained segmented regions do not include any shadow region, nonetheless, when using
a high value for parameter ξn, the illumination and shadow debugging stage also relabel the
areas which have similar chromaticity to the background (see Figures 5.4c and 5.4g). Lastly,
more balanced results are obtained for ’Debug 2’ configuration, which is reflected in high F1
measure values as seen in Table 5-3. The aforementioned can be also visually corroborated
in Figure 5-4, where the obtained segmented regions correspond mostly to the foreground
objects in the respective scenes.
Attained segmentation results for the third experiment show that proposed methodology
obtains more accurate segmentation results as the ones obtained by SOBS. From Figure 5-5
it can be observed that SOBS has bootstrapping problems when the amount of frames used
for the training phase is small, therefore, the obtained background model is highly altered by
moving and removed objects (see Figure 5.5b). In contrast, as shown in Figure 5.5c, proposed
approach has the capability to infer a background model with a small amount of frames by
means of a correct identification of moving/static foreground objects. Furthermore, Figure 5-
6 shows that even though both methodologies estimated almost the same background model,
the kernel-based background subtraction approach used by the proposed methodology, allows
to attain a more suitable segmentation(see Figure 5.6f). The quantitative results exposed
in Table 5-4 corroborate that proposed methodology is more accurate to deal with the
conditions of the studied videos, while employing few frames for initialization.
5.6. Conclusions
A video segmentation framework by dynamic background modeling was presented. We de-
veloped an optical flow based methodology that takes into account object trajectories into
the background model. Thus, it is possible to identify when a moving object stops or
changes smoothly its motion along the video. Moreover, giving a memory property to our
model, it is not altered by static objects even if they stay motionless for long time periods.
Besides, proposed background updating approach allows to learn a suitable model under
non-stationary conditions. An illumination and shadow debugging stage is employed, which
allows to avoid confusions between illumination changes and objects in movement, moreover,
different parameter configurations were employed, showing that they have a big influence
over the attained segmentation, specially when the scene presents camouflage issues. Besides,
obtained results for the third experiment showed that proposed framework outperforms the
SOBS algorithm for most of the studied videos. Moreover it has the capability to infer an
initial background model employing few frames. Nonetheless, if the variability assumption
for the background model updating is not fulfilled (e.g. scenes with highly dynamical back-
ground elements), then, other updating rules have to be included to deal with such scenarios.
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Moreover, a more elaborated tracking algorithm employing image features should be studied
in order to deal with scenarios with complex foreground objects interactions. Regarding to
computational burden, other segmentation approaches have to be studied, since the elabo-
ration of the enhanced feature representation space and the employed cluster initialization
approach, do not allow a real-time implementation.
6. Kernel based Spatio-Temporal
Adaptive Learning: a New Video
Segmentation Approach
Most of video surveillance systems are employed in non-stationary environments, where
intrinsic foreground and background properties change over space and time, e.g., there are
illumination changes, motion objects, occlusions, shadows, among others [31, 38]. In this
sense, video segmentation must be considered as an online learning task, for which frame
pixel samples are available one by one with each new input frame. Given each new input
sample, the system must be able to weight its relevance, and using a set of predefined rules
based on similarities with the background, it must decide how to include the information of
the given sample into the generated background model.
Additionally, as remarked in chapter 5, the correct identification of foreground elements
plays an important role of the background modeling task, specially when foreground dynam-
ics exhibit similar behavior as the one of the background dynamics (mostly static).
This chapter develops a novel adaptive background subtraction approach, termed Spatio-
Temporal Adaptive Learning or STAL, to support video-based surveillance systems. Our
approach estimates the pixel spatio-temporal relationships as an adaptive learning task.
The temporal statistical pixel distribution is inferred based on the stochastic gradient al-
gorithm with a Correntropy-based cost function [73, 74], being able to measure relevance
of both stationary and non-stationary pixel value fluctuations influencing the background
model. Besides, we present an automatic tuning strategy of Correntropy-based cost function
allowing to analyze the model error distribution shape within a fixed time window that is
suitable for either Gaussian or non-Gaussian noise environments. Furthermore, based on
the object detection framework developed in chapter5, STAL carries out an object motion
analysis to detect and track foreground dynamics by using a particle filter based tracking,
enhancing the background modeling whenever foreground elements remain motionless. De-
tected moving objects are modeled by using color representations and optical flow based
motion direction, improving the tracking performance under foreground complex conditions
such as: crossing, occlusions and smooth scale and rotation changes. Performed accuracy
results for well-known datasets show that overall STAL outperforms top state of the art al-
gorithms. Besides, our algorithm can be useful for real-time applications since it requires an
acceptable computational burden. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In
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section§ 6.1, we describe the theoretical background of proposed adaptive learning approach
to support video-based surveillance systems. Experiments and Discussion are presented in
section§ 6.2. Lastly, in section§ 6.3, we conclude about the achieved results.
6.1. Spatio-Temporal Adaptive Learning
6.1.1. Adaptive learning for background modeling
We will assume that considered video surveillance scenarios, recorded by a single static
video camera, are an stochastic process composed by two main dynamics: foreground and
background. So, our goal is to learn a mapping function F : X → Y based on pixel
information extracted from a given sample sequence xt ∈ X ⊂ RN , with N features and
t = 1, . . . , T ; being T ⊂ N the number of captured frames. In real-world scenarios, value
T tends to infinity. Basically, estimation of f can be seen as an unsupervised learning
problem, where Y ∈ {0, 1} represents both the foreground and background labels. Besides,
we are interested in online learning systems where frame pixel samples are available one by
one, so that the developed learning algorithm produces the termed sequence of hypothesis
{F1, . . . ,Ft+1} [75, 76]. Thus, we aim to take advantage of new available information at
each time instant to learn the discrimination function Ft ⊂ R, while adapting the system in
accordance to provided non-stationary process conditions. Then, the sequence of hypothesis
can be estimated based on classical stochastic gradient descent within the conventional online
learning framework as follows [76, 77]:
Ft := Ft−1 − ηt∂Ft−1 (l(xt, ft−1)) (6-1)
being ηt ⊂ R+ the learning rate, l : X → R is a given cost function, ∂f (·) is the gradient
with respect to f and f0 is a given initial condition.
Owing to computational cost and model mathematical tractability, pixel statistical distri-
bution is commonly assumed as either Gaussian or Gaussian mixture models [38]. So, given
a pixel xt at time instant t , we state that the hypothesis ft is ruled by a normal function
Ft := N (µt,Σt), with mean µt ⊂ RN and covariance matrix Σt ⊂ RN×N . Therefore, the
gradient descent based algorithm in Eq. (6-1) can be used to adjust dynamically F , taking
into account measured pixel variations along the time. Thus, f can be adapted by updating
simultaneously µt and Σt. Particularly, we use the following updating rule:
µt = µt−1 − ηt∂µt−1 (l(xt,µt−1)) . (6-2)
Although online learning models described as in Eq. (6-1) allow dealing with temporal
dependencies, most of the sample pixels in video-based analysis are related through an
unknown spatio-temporal relationship that must be estimated to improve accuracy of the
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mapping function F , in terms of discriminating between background and foreground. Bear-
ing this in mind, we further propose to make clear the spatio-temporal pixel relationship in
Eq. (6-2), by introducing the cost function l (xt,µt−1) as well as the learning rate factor ηt.
Afterwards, we also update the parameter Σt.
Correntropy-based cost function for adaptive learning: Correntropy is a localized mea-
sure estimating the probabilistic similarity between two given random variables [73, 78].
Particularly, if both variables are very close to each other, their Correntropy value yields the
2-norm distance, while it asymptotically evolves to the 1-norm distance when variables tend
to get apart. Furthermore, Correntropy falls to the zero-norm as given variables are very far
apart. Thus, provided two concrete random variables, U ⊂ R and V ⊂ R, their Correntropy
value is computed as:
cφ (U, V ) = E {κφ (U − V ) : n ∈ N} , (6-3)
where E {·} stands for the expectation operator, N is the random variable sample size, and
κφ (·) is a symmetric positive definite kernel (commonly assumed as Gaussian), which is
scaled by the bandwidth parameter φ ⊂ R+ within the assessed similarity window [79].
Among Correntropy properties, the following are the most important [79]:
– Bounded positive definiteness, that is, 0 < cφ (U, V ) ≤ 1 when using a normalized
kernel, reaching its maximum at U = V.
– The existence of all even moments estimated from the Correntropy difference E =
U − V, termed the error. Since the high-order values decay when φ increases, the
second order moment dominates.
– Given the joint pdf ζU,V (u, v) of an i.i.d. data sample {(un ∈ U, vn ∈ V )}, the value
cφ (U, V ) tends to the Parzen estimation of the pdf ζˆE,φ, at e = 0 (e ∈ E) .
– Since the Correntropy depends on the kernel bandwidth φ, it is strictly concave within
the range of E ∈ [−φ, φ]. Particularly, Correntropy concavity guarantees the existence
and uniqueness of the optimal solution when used as optimization problem cost func-
tion, i.e., it can be employed in Eq. (6-1). However, the initial condition should be
chosen carefully to make sure the current solution is near the global optimum.
Some works have demonstrated advantages of applying Correntropy to adaptive learn-
ing approaches [80]. Particularly, the Correntropy tends to be superior than minimum
square error (MSE) measure if the residual of E is non-symmetric or with nonzero
mean [73, 79]. Besides, MSE includes all samples in the input space to estimate the
similarity/dissimilarity of two random variables, while the Correntropy is determined
by the kernel function along u = v line [50].
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Considering the above properties, we introduce the Correntropy into the proposed adap-
tive learning algorithm in Eq. (6-2), so that the stochastic gradient descent maximizes the
cφ (xt, µt−1) . As in case of the MSE criterion [75, 76], we also search the optimal solution of
Eq. (6-2) as follows:
µt = µt−1 + ηt∂µt−1 {cφ (xt,µt−1)} (6-4)
Taking into account Eqs. (6-3) and Eq. (6-4), the concrete gradient computation with
respect to µt−1 yields
µt = µt−1 +
ηt
φ2
E
{
ent κφ
(
xnt , µ
n
t−1
)
: n ∈ N}
where xt,µt ∈ X ⊂ RN , and ent = xnt − µnt−1.
In online mode, we assume a single model for each pixel feature (N = 1), e.g., each RGB
color channel is considered aside assuming Ft := N (µt, σ2t ), with a mean value µt ⊂ R and
a variance σ2t ⊂ R+. Therefore, the stochastic gradient updating rule can be approximated
as:
µt = µt−1 +
ηt
φ2
etκφ (xt, µt−1). (6-5)
The above adaptive learning model infers the pixel temporal relationship between the
actual sample, xt, and the previous model, µt−1. At this point, the introduced Correntropy-
based cost function can be useful to deal with non-Gaussian noise conditions related to
process dynamics.
It is worth noting that cost function robustness is ruled by the parameter, φ, and, as
explained in [74], its proper tuning influences the learning algorithm performance more than
the choice of the same kernel, in terms of reaching local optimum, rate of convergence, and
robustness to impulsive noise during adaption [73, 74, 80]. Mostly, the kernel bandwidth
is selected as a compromise between outlier rejection and estimation efficiency. In a par-
ticular case of video background modeling tasks, the kernel value is fixed by estimating
the sample standard deviation through a considered time window [29, 81]. When dealing
with non-Gaussian conditions, however, this moment is not accurate enough. We rather
use the adaptive kernel bandwidth selection algorithm based on Middleton’s non-Gaussian
interference models to adjust dynamically the Correntropy-based cost function in Eq (6-5)
as well as the variance of the normal based pixel model Ft = N (µt, σ2t ). Thus, given a
time window of size Te, the proposed algorithm aims to analyze the error distribution shape
et = xt − µt−1 by estimating the Kurtosis of et at time t as βer = E
{
(er − µer/σer)4
}
with
βer ⊂ R+, being µer and σer the mean and the standard deviation of er, respectively, with
r ∈ {t−Te, t−Te+1, . . . , t}. The Kurtosis value provides information about the distribution
shape that may discriminate between Gaussian and non-Gaussian dynamics. Specifically, a
distribution holding high kurtosis has a sharper peak and heavy tails, while a low kurtosis
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implies shorter, thinner tails. Consequently, the Correntropy kernel bandwidth is updated
as proposed in [74]:
φt = αφt−1 + (1− α)σer
√
βG/βer , (6-6)
where α ⊂ R [0, 1] is a forgetting factor and βG is the kurtosis of the Gaussian distribution.
It must be quoted that we manage the tradeoff between robustness and convergence speed
by properly fixing the initial kernel bandwidth φ0 and α values in Eq. (6-6).
As a result, if the computed distribution error within the given window lasting Te has
longer and fatter tails (see Fig. 6.1a), the update rule in Eq. (6-6) tends to yield a bandwidth
value smaller than σet , rejecting misleading error information (by instance because of burst-
like samples). Otherwise, in case of light tail shapes (see Fig. 6.1b), φt value tends to be
larger than σet , extracting more suitable updating information to improve algorithm speed
convergence [74].
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Figure 6-1.: Kernel bandwidth selection strategy. — pdf of error et, - - error standard
deviation σet , - - kernel bandwidth φt.
Due to the updating rule in Eq. (6-6) is computed over time windows and assuming
pixel dynamics as stationary, the kernel bandwidth φt allows considering those main video
backgrounds varying over time. Specifically, illumination changes and background motion
objects can be modeled by the normal function Ft := N (µt, σ2t ) by updating µt according
to Eq. (6-5) and after fixing φ = φt, σ
2
t = φ
2
t . Hence, illumination variations (either Gaus-
sian or non-Gaussian) as well as background motion objects influence directly on the error
distribution shape that, in turn, rules the system adaptation.
6.1.2. Learning rate estimation based on object motion analysis
Most widely used video segmentation approaches center their attention only on background
modeling, while implying outside elements as foreground [32, 36, 47]. However, these ap-
proaches may not distinguish between foreground and background dynamics if they become
similar. For example, moving objects that become static for a while or, in contrast, static
objects that start moving. Therefore, learning only based on background dynamics may not
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be enough to infer a suitable mapping function F . With this in mind, foreground compo-
nents should also be identified, modeled, and tracked. As explained below, functional F
must be supplied with information about pixel dynamics, i.e., if a given pixel is identified as
a foreground component, moving or static.
Motion detection: Given an image sequence described with the set {Xt}, we propose to
employ the Region Change Detection stage proposed in section § 5.1.1 to identify patches
which changed between consecutive frames. So, with the attained matrix Ht we highlight
patches that changed between frame t − 1 and t. Afterwards, the optical flow approach
described in section § 5.1.2 is used to find the motion direction of each patch highlighted as
moving in Ht. Thus, the optical flow matrices At, Bt and the angle direction matrix Qt
are attained as result. Figure 6-2 illustrates the proposed motion detection procedure, the
detected moving patches ofHt emphasize in this case the walker’s shape, while the computed
optical flow, encoded in matrices At and Bt, shows the subject movement direction.
-
Figure 6-2.: Proposed motion detection scheme
.
Object detection and modeling: At this stage, we aim to identify from the computed
matrix Ht the patches highlighted as moving, which describe foreground objects in the
scene. To this end, the first step is to identify regions as groups of spatially connected
patches highlighted as moving. Thus, a connectivity-based operation over Ht is carried
out, labeling spatially connected patches. Namely, we label the following regions of interest:
label ’1’ makes up a first approximation about the background, label ’2’ makes up one
connected region, and so on until label ’Dt’ that makes up the Dt-th connected region, at time
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instant t. There might be moving regions, which do not correspond to foreground objects
in the scene. That is the case of regions which changed due to intrinsic scene behaviors,
such as illumination changes or dynamical background elements. To avoid classifying such
regions as foreground objects, we propose to impose a spatial smoothness constraint on
the corresponding movement region information encoded in Qt. In particular, we search for
regions having a low movement direction variability in terms of the estimated optical flow.
Regarding this, the dt-th region containing Ndt ⊂ N pixels, is mapped into Qt to further
compute a local optical flow angle histogram. As a result, the region dt is assumed to be
a moving object if the ratio θdt1 /θ
dt
2 is larger than ρ ⊂ R+, being θdt1 , θdt2 ⊂ R[0, 360] the
first and second most frequent angle values, respectively. This assumption is made to avoid
connected regions having high movement direction variability, which should rather be related
to the intrinsic scenario artifacts above mentioned.
Afterwards, each one of the detected objects is enclosed into a bounding box generating
the set Ot = {opt : p = 1, . . . , Pt} where opt ⊂ N1×4 encodes the (i, j) up-left position, the
width wpC ⊂ N, and the height wpR ⊂ N of object p, being Pt ⊂ N the number of detected
moving objects at a time instant t. Lastly, to model the detected objects, we characterize
both object shape (encoded in the color intensity matrix Xt) and movement dynamics (in
Qt). So, the sets Ψt = {Y pt } and Υt = {pt} are built to model detected objects, where
Y pt ⊂ Rw
p
C×wpR×Z is the matrix obtained by mapping the bounding box of object p into Xt
and pt ⊂ R [0, 360] corresponds to θp1.
Figure 6-3 depicts proposed object detection and modeling methodology. The angle his-
togram of the moving region (colored in red) points out a clear motion direction trend, since
ratio θ11/θ
1
2 gets a high value. Therefore, the red labeled region is assumed as a foreground
object and is modeled by both the intensity RGB matrix Y 1t and the angle value 
1
t .
Object tracking: Once computed both object model sets (Ψt and Υt) as well as the bound-
ing box set Ot, we must keep tracking every single detected object to incorporate its spatial
information into the mapping function ft. Therefore, we search previously detected objects
in each new input frame Xt+1. Commonly, object video tracking approaches are based on
particle filter algorithms assuming a dynamic model of the moving object [82]. Instead,
we can reuse movement object information already estimated above. Namely, information
about the position (bounding box) of moving object p at time instant t is encoded in the
state representation opt . So, inspired on particle-based filter approaches, the following state
transition function is defined:
g
np
t,p = N (opt ,Λt) ,
being g
np
t,p ⊂ R4 with np = 1, . . . , Np, the estimated particle from opt , assuming additive
Gaussian noise conditions with covariance matrix Λt ⊂ R4×4. The number of particles
Np ⊂ N and Λt can be selected according to some object motion constraints a priori imposed
by the user. Thus, to model each particle, each g
np
t,p is mapped into Xt+1, obtaining an RGB
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Figure 6-3.: Object detection and modeling scheme
.
intensity model Γ
np
t,p ⊂ Rw
np
Rt,p
×wnpCt,p×Z . Lastly, the particle movement direction γnpt,p ∈ [0, 360]
is estimated from the angle between the centroids of opt and g
np
t,p.
Now, we search for the particle g
np
t,p that best matches the object o
p
t . Thus, we com-
pare their respective RGB and movement direction models based on kernel similarity func-
tions [50]. Recently, some machine learning approaches have shown that the use of multiple
kernels instead of just one may improve data interpretability [49, 51]. In fact, as stated in
section § 4.2, input data can be analyzed from different information sources by a convex
combination of some basis kernels. In particular, we propose a color intensity based similar-
ity function κσc(·, ·) to be applied to the p object and its np-th particle as a combination of
Gaussian kernels with bandwidth σc ⊂ R+, yielding:
κσc(Y
p,z
t , Γˆ
np,z
t,p ) = E
{
exp
(
−‖Y p,zt − Γˆnp,zt,p ‖2F
2σ2c‖Y p,zt ‖F‖Γˆnp,zt,p ‖F
)
: z ∈ Z
}
, (6-7)
being Γˆ
np,z
t,p ⊂ Rw
p
R×wpC the resized version of Γnp,zt,p according to the p object bounding box
size. The Kernel in Eq. (6-7) aims to reveal average similarity between color intensities
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avoiding influence of different particle sizes. Additionally, a similarity measure based on
relative movement direction is presented through the following Gaussian kernel:
κσ(
p
t , γ
np
t,p) = exp
(
− (180− | |pt − γnpt,p|1 − 180|1)2
2σ2
)
, (6-8)
with kernel bandwidth σ ⊂ R+. Notation | · |1 stands for the 1-norm.
As said before, to merge the presented similarity functions in Eqs. (6-7) and (6-8), the
following multiple kernel based approach is employed to compare the p object against np-th
particle, yielding:
κϑ
(
opt , g
np
t,p
)
= νt,p
(
ϑ1κσc
(
Y pt , Γˆ
np
t,p
)
+ ϑ2κσ
(
pt , γ
np
t,p
))
,
with ϑ1 + ϑ2 = 1 andϑ1, ϑ2 ⊂ R+.
On the other hand, along with the similarity information given by color intensity and
movement direction representations, we also include the νt,p ∈ {0, 1} parameter to avoid
matching particles related to background regions including the νt,p ∈ {0, 1} parameter that
we estimate as the color intensity similarity between a given particle Γˆ
np
t,p and the background
region, Ξˆ
np
t,p ⊂ Rw
p
R×wpC×Z , contained within the same particle, i.e.:
νt,p =
1, κσb
(
Γ
np
t,p, Ξˆ
np
t,p
)
< ζb
0, Otherwise
where ζb ⊂ R+ and the Gaussian kernel function κσb(·, ·) is defined as follows:
κσb
(
Γˆ
np,z
t,p , Ξˆ
np,z
t,p
)
= E
{
exp
(
−‖Γnp,zt,p − Ξˆnp,zt,p ‖2F
2σ2b‖Γˆnp,zt,p ‖F‖Ξˆnp,zt,p ‖F
)
: z ∈ Z
}
,
being σb ⊂ R+.
As a result, the particle g∗t,p that has the highest similarity value with object p, at time
instant t, can be found as:
g∗t,p = arg max
g
np
t,p
κϑ(o
p
t , g
np
t,p). (6-9)
Nonetheless, the particle g∗t,p can be estimated with not enough accuracy since the tracked
object may either leave the scene or be occluded. To cope with this withdraw, we impose that
the optimization carried out in Eq. (6-9) (computing similarity between object p and g∗t,p)
must be subject to the following restriction: κϑ(o
p
t , g
∗
t,p) < ζκϑ , with ζκϑ ⊂ R+. Therefore, it
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holds that opt+1 = o
p
t , Y
p
t+1 = Y
p
t , and 
p
t+1 = 
p
t , otherwise the following updating rules are
employed instead:
opt+1 = g
∗
t,p (6-10a)
Y pt+1 = E
{
Y pto + Γ
∗
t,p : to = t− To + 1, . . . , t
}
(6-10b)
pt+1 = E
{
pto + γ
∗
t,p : to = t− To + 1, . . . , t
}
(6-10c)
where To is the size of the time window employed to infer object model variations.
Finally, to incorporate the estimated foreground dynamics into the background updating
rule (see Eq. (6-5)), we calculate the set Φt holding the coordinates of all the Ct ∈ mathbbN
pixels of tracked objects according to the object bounding box set Ot. Thus, to avoid
inclusion of false information into the background model generated by complex foreground
object dynamics, the learning factor ηt of pixel xt is set as follows:
ηt =
{
λφt, xt /∈ Φt
0, Otherwise
(6-11)
Figure 6-4 shows the general scheme of the proposed object tracking that determines the
particle having the highest similarity with the object models Y 1t and a
1
t . Here, the new esti-
mated models are estimated as result of the updating rules given in Eqs. (6-10b) and (6-10c).
The spatio-temporal adaptive learning (STAL) algorithm can be summarized, as shown
in Figure 6-5, considering the proposed Correntropy based cost function for adaptive learn-
ing (section§ 6.1.1) and the learning rate estimation based on object motion analysis (sec-
tion§ 6.1.2). It is worth saying that objects detected by the proposed object detection and
modeling stage are compared at each time instant against all the previously detected and
tracked objects. The above procedure is performed to achieve a unique representation for
each motion object into the considered scenario. Namely, detected objects at a time instant
t that occupy the same location in the scenario as previously detected and tracked objects
are not included in sets Ot, Ψt and Υt, avoiding redundant models.
6.2. Experiments and Discussion
Generally, different real-world situations should be considered to assess quality of discrim-
ination between foreground and background in video surveillance systems. Regarding this,
we carry out the following three experiments to evaluate the performance of the main STAL
stages: i) Presented Correntropy-based adaptive learning cost function is tested over both
static and dynamic background scenarios. Here, we aim to analyze visually cost function
temporal evolution and its contribution into the STAL-based background modeling. ii)
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Figure 6-4.: Particle filter based object tracking scheme
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Figure 6-5.: STAL scheme.
The developed estimation strategy of learning rate is evaluated in cases with more com-
plex foreground dynamics. Here, to show STAL tracking ability of complex dynamics and
to encode properly pixel spatio-temporal relationships, we validate the STAL algorithm on
scenarios presenting both static and moving objects, as well as, object occlusions and cross-
ing cases. Lastly, iii) The STAL-based background and foreground discrimination model is
tested against a ground-truth set related to video segmentation tasks for video surveillance
systems.
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All experiments are performed using video sequences recorded in real-world scenarios, in-
cluding typical challenges for video surveillance systems such as: dynamical background,
bootstrapping, static and moving objects, foreground object occlusions, shadows, and cam-
ouflages. Namely, the following four databases are employed:
DBa - A-Star-Perception: See section § 4.4.3 for dataset description.
DBb - Left-Packages : See section § 4.4.3 for dataset description.
DBd - Change Detection 2012 :1 Developed as part of the CVPR 2012 Change Detection
Workshop challenge, holds 31 different video sequences, providing a wide range of
detection challenges representative of typical indoor and outdoor visual data captured
today in surveillance, smart environment, and video database scenarios. For each video
sequence there is a spatial and a temporal region of interest (ROI). The spatial ROI
is a mask which only considers the results for the pixels inside it. The temporal ROI
states from which frame the segmentation results are considered. Hand segmented
ground-truths are available. Each ground-truth pixel may have one of the 5 following
labels: 0 background, 50 hard shadow, 85 outside region of interest, 170 unknown
motion and 255 foreground.
DBe - Activity Recognition:2 Contains several video recordings of people performing different
activities. Although the main goal is to identify performed activities, it has been also
used for testing of tracking algorithms [14]. Ground-truth images are available, where
truth pixel holds one of the two following labels: 0 (black) for background pixels and
255 (white) for foreground pixels.
6.2.1. Pixel temporal relationship using Correntropy-based cost
function
By visual inspection, we analyze the estimated temporal evolution of the µt parameter to
make a clear contribution of the Correntropy-based adaptive learning cost function. To this
end, we consider two scenes combining different background dynamics (mostly static and
highly dynamical), which are part of two different video sequences: DBa-ShoppingMall and
DBd-Fall, respectively. The former one is a common indoor surveillance scene with several
foreground objects moving through, while the background remains mostly static. The latter
one is an outdoor scenario with a highly dynamical background because of the tree leaf
movement. For the sake of comparison, the learning rate factor ηt/φt is fixed at 0.5, as
commonly used in adaptive learning approaches [74, 79]. In this case, we just focus only on
the information provided by the cost function, but without considering the object motion
1http://www.changedetection.net/
2http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/∼vision/SpaceTimeActions.html
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analysis stage. To estimate the corresponding error moments, the forgetting factor α is also
fixed at 0.5, while a non-overlapping time window of size Te = 25 is employed [74].
Figure 6.6b shows the calculated gradient absolute value of the 378th frame taken from
the DBa-ShoppingMall video (Figure 6.6a). As seen, the Correntropy based background
modeling approach provides gradient values for foreground regions (i.e. moving people)
close to zero, because of the ability of the introduced kernel bandwidth tuning criterion
to learn pixel distributions along time. Hence, due to the static nature of this scene, the
bandwidth φt becomes thinner, making the foreground pixels as outlier values, so that their
gradient becomes close to zero. In contrast, in the 195th frame of DBd-Fall (Figure 6.6c),
the kernel bandwidth becomes wider for those pixels located on the tree leaves, increasing
significantly the computed gradient of the updating background modeling (see Figure 6.6d).
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Figure 6-6.: Correntropy-based stochastic gradient update.
For the sake of comparison, the proposed background modeling approach using Corren-
tropy based cost function is contrasted against the traditional MSE cost function algorithm,
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as seen in Figure 6-7 showing an example of temporal evolution of the background model
parameter µt estimated for a single pixel of the red color channel. Particularly for the
DBa-ShoppingMall video (see Figure 6.7a), the given pixel value tends to be mostly static,
although there are some abrupt changes (outliers) caused by moving objects. So, the MSE
cost function does not consider the error distribution changes along time and turns to be
sensitive to outlier values. Therefore, the MSE tends to generate noisy models leading to
undesired information. Instead, the proposed Correntropy based model is able to discover
the main sample dynamics by analyzing the error distribution shape along the time. That
is, our approach models properly the pixel intensity by fixing a small Correntropy kernel
bandwidth to better reject outlier values.
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Figure 6-7.: Background modeling (µt parameter). — Pixel value, — MSE based model,
— Correntropy based model.
As for the DBd-Fall video with highly dynamical along time pixel values (see Figure 6.7b),
the MSE does not allow to follow abrupt changes, which might mislead into false segmen-
tation results. In the Correntropy model, the kernel bandwidth becomes wider to include
bigger model parameter changes. Therefore, proposed Correntropy cost function with auto-
matic kernel bandwidth selection strategy makes easier to build a background model able to
follow fast changes, according to the previously detected pixel dynamics. To make clear this
situation, estimated Correntropy-based kernel temporal evolution is shown in Figure 6-8.
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Particularly, it can be seen in Figure 6.8a that even for small errors, the kernel value for
DBa-ShopingMall so vanishes that significantly reduces stochastic gradient. On contrast,
the estimated kernel allows following bigger changes, as seen in Figure 6.8b for DBd-Fall.
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Figure 6-8.: Correntropy-based cost function evolution. — Normalized error, — Corren-
tropy value.
6.2.2. Improved object motion analysis using pixel spatio-temporal
relationships
As referred in chapter 5, to avoid false segmentations, we must carry out proper detection
and tracking of moving objects. Our aim is to discover spatio-temporal relationships among
pixels regarding foreground dynamics, which are incorporated in our background model
through the learning rate factor. To this, the proposed object motion analysis stage is tested
over three particular tracking challenging tasks, as described below. Free parameter values
for this stage are experimentally fixed according to Table 6-1, considering both the input
images resolution and the trade-off between system accuracy and computational burden.
Note that we assume that detected objects follow small and medium sizes in comparison to
the frame resolution.
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Table 6-1.: Object motion analysis parameters.
Parameter Value
wΩ 0.02
√
wR × wC
ζH 20 (wΩ × wΩ)
k 3wΩ
ρ 2
Np 400
σc 0.2
σa 40
ϑ1 0.7
ϑ2 0.3
ζb 0.4
σb 0.2
ζκϑ 0.6
λ 0.5
Besides, the first and second elements from the diagonal of covariance tracking matrix Λt
are set as 0.02 the number of rows and columns, respectively. The third and fourth elements
are fixed as 0.1 the previous width and height of the corresponding object.
Detection and tracking of moving objects: Figure 6-9 shows some tracked objects taken
from the DBd-StretLight and DBa-ShoppingMall sample videos, respectively. As seen, the
object labels (remarked by colored boxes) are properly achieved for considered tracked ob-
jects, even though both scenarios describe quite different situations. It should be quoted that
proposed motion analysis approach is able to detect and track moving objects, considering
both the object movement direction and the object color intensity into a particle filter based
tracker.
Presence of crossing and/or occluding objects in the foreground: In some particular
video surveillance conditions, foreground dynamics may be complex due to either presence
of crossing objects and/or occlusions, making difficult to carry out a suitable moving object
tracking, as it is the case for the DBd-Pedestrians and the DBd-PETS2006 videos. In the
former video, objects appear with different dynamics, namely, bicycle and people crossing
each other (see video examples in Figures 6.10a - 6.10d), while the latter video collection is
a common surveillance scene holding multiple objects moving and crossing each other (see
Figures 6.10f - 6.10h). For each shown frame, tracked objects using proposed object motion
analysis methodology are delineated by colored boxes. Also, the estimated angle trend is
displayed in Figures 6.10e and 6.10i, where the data-tips indicate the corresponding frames.
So, inclusion of angle trend as foreground model improves separability among occluded
objects. As seen in Figures 6.10a, 6.10c and 6.10g showing some objects crossed each other,
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a DBa-StretLight frame 757th b DBa-StretLight frame 768th c DBa-StretLight frame 780th
d DBb-ShoppingMall frame
1096th
e DBb-ShoppingMall frame
1100th
f DBb-ShoppingMall frame 1114th
Figure 6-9.: Tracked objects obtained from DBd-StretLight and DBa-ShoppingMall sample
videos.
the respective angle trajectory is discriminative and allows object motion analysis to track
properly the label set.
Similar foreground and background dynamics: To consider object motion influence on
the background model estimation, we carry out analysis of foreground objects that remain
static during long time periods. Particularly, the DBb-LeftBox video sequence is employed
having a person entering into the scene and stopping twice at the beginning of the video
recording, making hard to accomplish background/foreground discrimination (see Figure 6-
11). For comparison sake, we estimate the background model using the baseline SC-SOBS
approach for which presence of static foreground objects degrades the needed neural net-
work calibration (bootstrapping), producing false information in the background model, as
seen in Figure 6.11a. In case of the STAL model, we firstly estimate the µt parameter
model, but without taking into consideration any object motion information, that is, we
set the learning rate as a constant value,ηt/φ
2
t = 0.5. Testing evidences that if foreground
and background dynamics become similar, the Correntropy-based cost function is not able
to properly detect the foreground pixels as outliers, introducing false information into µt.
As a result, estimated model is also affected by static foreground objects, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.11b. Therefore, we recompute the µt parameter to include object motion information as
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in Eq. (6-11) (Figure 6.11c shows a concrete object to be tracked). As a consequence, STAL-
based estimated model allows distinguishing between considered foreground and background
dynamics. Moreover, background model rejects foreground dynamics even if it remains static
during a long time interval (see Figure 6.11d).
6.2.3. Background and foreground discrimination based on STAL
Lastly, the proposed STAL framework is tested as a video segmentation approach. Once
both parameters (µt and σt) of the mapping function F are tuned by STAL, discrimination
between background and foreground dynamics can be carried out for video sequences. So, a
given pixel xt is mapped to matrix St with dimension wR × wC , holding elements expressed
as follows:
st =
{
1, F(xt;µt, σt) < ζS
0, Otherwise
where ζS ⊂ R+ is a given segmentation parameter and st ∈ {0, 1} corresponds to the (i, j)
pixel label. Particularly, st = 1 stands for pixels labeled as foreground, otherwise, the label
is background.
Two different tests are carried out to evaluate the performance of STAL as a video segmen-
tation approach. The first one aims to analyze the contribution of the correntropy-based cost
function on the segmentation output. To this, we propose to employ as an alternative cost
function for STAL the MSE, naming it as STAL-MSE. Thus, the segmentation performance
for both methodologies is compared using the supervised measures exposed in section § 4.4.3.
The purpose of the second test is to compare STAL against state of the art methodologies
by using several video sequences.
For both tests, STAL based video segmentation free parameters are fixed as follows:
Correntropy-based cost function stage as in section § 6.2.1. Object motion analysis stage
as in section § 6.2.2. Finally, the STAL-based background and foreground discrimination
stage free parameter is set experimentally as ζS = 0.6. Finally, we propose to implement
the shadow removal post-processing as explained in section § 5.3.1, aiming to avoid false
segmented regions due to illumination changes, fixing the free parameter values as ξn = 0.03
and ξs = 75.
Test 1: Comparison of cost functions to support the segmentation process Using
as cost function the MSE and based on the LMS adaptive filtering algorithm, we derive
an updating rule for model parameter µt as described in Appendix A. To compare the
segmentation results for both STAL and STAL-MSE, representative videos from the four
datasets aforementioned are selected.
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Table 6-2 presents the attained results for both STAL and STAL-MSE. Overall results
demonstrate that STAL using the correntropy as cost function attains a higher F1 mea-
sure with a lower standard deviation. Particularly, for videos DBe-MosheWalk and DBe-
DariaWalk, results are almost the same since those videos present mostly stationary dynam-
ics (see Figure 6.12c). Now, when pixel temporal evolution presents more complex dynamics
(e.g. non-stationarity, non-Gaussianity), it is clear that STAL is able to deal with such
dynamics, properly adjusting the background model. The above can be evidenced for DBd-
Overpass and DBd-Canoe videos, where noisy segmentations are attained by STAL-MSE as
seen in Figures 6.12g and 6.12k.
Table 6-2.: Estimated pixel-based F1 measure for STAL and STAL-MSE approaches.
Video sequence STAL STAL-MSE
DBe-MosheWalk 0.883 0.868
DBe-DariaWalk 0.917 0.928
DBe-Limp 0.889 0.823
DBd-Pedestrians 0.933 0.872
DBd-BackDoor 0.846 0.683
DBa-WaterSurface 0.839 0.560
DBd-Fountain02 0.779 0.591
DBd-Overpass 0.742 0.683
DBd-Canoe 0.764 0.308
DBd-Fountain01 0.518 0.347
DBd-Office 0.952 0.929
DBb-LeftBag 0.625 0.541
DBa-Hall 0.561 0.486
DBa-ShoppingMall 0.656 0.592
Average 0.778±0.141 0.665± 0.204
Test 2: Comparison against state of the art approaches To include a wide variety of
dynamics to test on, 23 video sequences (extracted from the four above described datasets)
are so selected to exclude those scenes holding either camera jitter or thermal images. During
comparison, videos are ranked in categories depending on the challenging level to discrimi-
nate between background and foreground dynamics. Particularly, all video set is split into
the following categories: a) Foreground and background dynamics are clearly distinguishable
b) Background dynamics tends to be similar to the foreground dynamics, e.g., moving leafs,
water flowing, etc. c) On the opposite, foreground dynamics is similar to the background
dynamics, e.g., static people. Besides, some video sequences also included different kind of
artifacts, e.g., illumination changes, shadows, occlusions, among others. As a benchmark,
the following three different state of the art algorithms are employed: Zivkovic Gaussian
Model Mixture (Z-GMM) [36], Spatial Coherence Self-Organizing Background Subtraction
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(SC-SOBS) [32], and the Pixel Based Adaptive Segmenter (PBAS)[47]. The Z-GMM is an
improvement of the traditional Gaussian Model Mixture GMM [35], which is able to au-
tomatically tune the number of models needed to describe each pixel. The Z-GMM has
been widely included in background subtraction and computer vision reviews [38, 83, 84].
Furthermore, it is included in the Change Detection Challenge 2012 [48].
The SC-SOBS algorithm, which is an enhancement of the SOBS algorithm described in
the Experiment 2 of section § 4.4.3, integrates an spatial coherence post-processing stage
to provide robustness against false foreground detection. The SC-SOBS algorithm is one
of the top state of the art algorithms for background subtraction considering the results of
the Change Detection Challenge 2012 [48]. The algorithm is publicly available3 and for our
concrete testing all its parameters are left as default.
Lastly, the PBAS algorithm models the background by constructing a codebook with a
fixed number of observed values. The foreground/background discrimination is made by
comparing the difference between each new input pixel and the corresponding values in the
codebook against a given threshold, if such threshold is exceeded for a minimum number of
times, then it is labeled as background, otherwise it is labeled as foreground. The codebook
updating is made by considering a learning rate parameter which is tuned by analyzing each
pixel dynamics. Neighbor pixels are also updated in order to vanish false detected foreground
regions. The PBAS is also considered by the Change Detection Challenge 2012 [48] as a top
state of the art algorithm.
For concrete implementation of the Z-GMM and the PBAS algorithms, the BGS li-
brary [85] is employed. This library provides a C++ framework to perform 34 background
subtraction techniques and is publicly available4. Parameters of the Z-GMM and PBAS
were left as default. All obtained results are compared by using the F1 measure described
in section § 4.4.3
Table 6-3 shows the estimated F1 values for the studied videos. In case of the category
a, the four algorithms attain high F1 measures, however, the PBAS algorithm attains in
average the best results. Figures 6.13b- 6.13e reveal that all the algorithms are able to infer
the main pixel dynamics of DBd-Pedestrians video, since this video sequence do not present
a complex challenge for the discrimination between foreground and background elements.
Nonetheless, in case of more complex dynamics as presented in DBd-Backdoor video, where
a background illumination change occurs at the middle of the record, the Z-GMM and the
SC-SOBS generate noisy segmentation results as seen in Figure 6.13i and 6.13j respectively.
The above can be explained since the Z-GMM is not able to respond to fast illumination
changes, and the SC-SOBS algorithm does not update its model for dynamics that have not
been present in the initial learning stage, therefore the false segmented area is going to be
present along the whole video sequence. In contrast, both STAL and PBAS are able to learn
the new dynamics of the non-stationary illumination change (see Figures 6.13h and 6.13k
3http://www.na.icar.cnr.it/∼maddalena.l/
4https://code.google.com/p/bgslibrary/
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respectively).
For category b, the STAL and SC-SOBS approaches obtained in average the best results.
However, as seen in Table 6-3, STAL attained more stable results than SC-SOBS according
to the average performance standard deviation. As case of interest, it can be noticed from
Figures 6.13n, 6.13o and 6.13q that there are some false segmentation results for DBd-
Overpass video. In the case of STAL it can be explained since when foreground objects
stay in front of a highly dynamical background region, STAL algorithm highlights spatio-
temporal pixel relations given by the object motion analysis stage (see Figure 6.13m). Hence,
in some cases, it can lead noisy segmentation inside the blobs. For Z-GMM the problem
appears when a foreground object stays in the same location for a long time, therefore, given
that the algorithm generates new models if any of the existing models matches the new
input pixel, the foreground object is slowly incorporated into the model. A similar problem
appears for the PBAS algorithm, since its property to remove false segmented foreground
regions has the side effect of incorporating foreground values into the codebook if they stay
static for a long period of time. Now, for DBd-Fountain02 video (see Figure 6.13s), we
aim to highlight that proposed STAL needs a minimum time period to properly model the
foreground objects to track. Then, some information about the object model is lost until it
has completely entered into the scene (Figure 6.13t). As a final remark regarding category
b videos, if background presents highly dynamical regions that can be taken for foreground
elements, then the Z-GMM and SC-SOBS based video segmentations are biased, as shown in
Figures 6.13aa and 6.13ab for DBd-Fountain01 video. In contrast, STAL and PBAS are able
to significantly avoid such confusion, given that both take into account the pixel variability
into their updating rules (see Figures 6.13z and 6.13ac). Particularly, STAL object motion
analysis stage is able to determine whether an object is considered as foreground if it fulfills
the ratio object detection condition described in section § 6.1.2, allowing the Conrrentropy-
based cost function to include highly dynamical background information. Hence, a proper
discrimination between foreground and background is attained using STAL.
In case of category c, STAL outperforms the other three algorithms in most of the cases.
Table 6-3 shows that STAL attains the highest F1 values in average with a low standard
deviation. It is important to remind that category c is challenging because foreground
dynamics are similar to the background ones. Particularly, for DBd-CopyMachine and DBb-
LeftBag videos the challenge is on the tracking of foreground objects that become static for
a long period of time, exhibiting similar behavior to background dynamics. The proposed
STAL can successfully track such objects (see Figures 6.13ae and 6.13ak), facilitating the
discrimination between foreground and background, as shown in Figures 6.13af and 6.13al,
while the other three algorithms have troubles discriminating between them (see Figures
6.13ag-6.13ai, and 6.13am-6.13ao. Now, the challenge of the DBd-StreetLight video, is the
segmentation of very small foreground objects as it can be appreciated in the ground-truth
image (Figure 6.13av). The SC-SOBS ist the only algorithm that is able to successfully
identified such objects. Finally, when a foreground object remains static for a while at the
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beginning of the recording and then starts moving (e.g. DBd-WinterDriveway and DBa-
ShoppingMall), the ZGMM and the PBAS algorithms are not able to quickly include such
non-stationary change into the background model, leading to false segmentations (see Fig-
ures 6.13ay, 6.13ba and 6.13be, 6.13bg). The same problem appears for SC-SOBS, although
it is even worst since such uncovered area will not be incorporated into the background
model (see Figures 6.13az and 6.13bf). In contrast, due to the capability of STAL to de-
tect moving objects as described in section § 6.1.2, an object that starts moving is properly
identified regardless the time that stayed static as seen in Figure 6.13aw. Moreover, STAL
Correntropy-based cost function is able to adapt the model to the object absence, attaining
a proper segmentation (see Figures 6.13ax and 6.13bd). Overall, attained results show that
the coupling of Correntropy-based background modeling and object motion analysis stages
allows to discriminate between foreground and background dynamics by our proposed STAL
approach.
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Table 6-3.: Estimated pixel-based F1 measure for STAL, Z-GMM, SC-SOBS and PBAS
approaches.
Video sequence STAL Z-GMM SC-SOBS PBAS
C
at
eg
or
y
a
DBe-MosheWalk 0.883 0.864 0.728 0.914
DBe-DariaWalk 0.917 0.883 0.921 0.876
DBe-Limp 0.889 0.819 0.833 0.897
DBe-KneesUp 0.837 0.784 0.849 0.911
DBd-Pedestrians 0.933 0.872 0.949 0.926
DBd-BackDoor 0.846 0.883 0.840 0.957
Average 0.884± 0.035 0.832± 0.072 0.853± 0.071 0.913±0.027
C
at
eg
or
y
b
DBa-WaterSurface 0.839 0.654 0.856 0.741
DBd-Fountain02 0.779 0.782 0.886 0.904
DBd-Overpass 0.742 0.392 0.883 0.389
DBd-Boats 0.718 0.325 0.895 0.544
DBd-Canoe 0.764 0.373 0.952 0.399
DBd-Fall 0.425 0.384 0.277 0.844
DBd-Fountain01 0.518 0.292 0.116 0.674
Average 0.684±0.141 0.468± 0.186 0.695±0.319 0.642± 0.256
C
at
eg
or
y
c
DBd-Office 0.952 0.253 0.970 0.379
DBd-CopyMachine 0.890 0.425 0.571 0.554
DBb-LeftBag 0.625 0.715 0.566 0.557
DBd-StreetLight 0.616 0.191 0.972 0.413
DBd-TramStop 0.652 0.463 0.841 0.532
DBd-WinterDriveway 0.660 0.405 0.125 0.627
DBd-PETS2006 0.896 0.578 0.868 0.625
DBa-Hall 0.561 0.615 0.534 0.648
DBa-ShoppingMall 0.656 0.627 0.584 0.653
DBa-Bootstrap 0.497 0.557 0.326 0.444
Average 0.701±0.147 0.523± 0.172 0.636± 0.265 0.567± 0.118
Total average 0.743±0.151 0.606± 0.221 0.711± 0.266 0.708± 0.216
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Figure 6-10.: Object motion analysis performance against occlusions/crossing artifacts.
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a SC-SOBS model b STAL model without
tracking information
c STAL blobs objects d STAL model with track-
ing information
Figure 6-11.: DBb-LeftBox frame 297. Dealing with bootstrapping and static objects
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Figure 6-12.: Segmentation performance for different pixel dynamics. Column 1: Original
frame. Column 2: STAL segmentation. Column 3: STAL-MSE segmentation.
Column 4: Ground-truth.
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Figure 6-13.: Segmentation performance over challenging conditions. Column 1: Original
frame with STAL tracking blobs. Column 2: STAL segmentation. Column
3: Z-GMM segmentation. Column 4: SC-SOBS segmentation. Column 5:
PBAS segmentation. Column 6: Ground-truth.
Main STAL free parameter analysis: The main parameters of each STAL stage are stud-
ied to make clear their contribution to the final background and foreground discrimination
performance. In this sense, the F1 average measure is calculated for each database category
(a,b, and c) in order to make clear influence of studied STAL parameters against different
background and foreground dynamics. First, for the Correntropy-based cost function in the
adaptive learning stage (section § 6.1.1), the time window size Te is ranged within values
{5, 15, 25, 35, 50}.
It can be seen in Figure 6-14 that attained segmentation results of category a are quite
stable for all values of Te; obtained results can be explained by the fact that those videos
include simple and almost stationary dynamics. Nevertheless, for categories b and c, small
Te values decrease the final STAL segmentation, namely, proposed Correntropy-based cost
function with automatic bandwidth kernel selection has not enough information to learn pixel
dynamics. As the Te value increases, proposed approach can properly infer pixel changes
along time improving the attained F1 measure, however, if recorded environment presents
non-stationary foreground dynamics (category c), high Te values do not allow to rightly
describe them. Overall, Te = 25 seems to be an adequate time window size value.
As regards the object motion analysis stage (section § 6.1.2), we study the number of
particles Np while ranging within the value set {10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800}. As shown in
Figure 6-15, a low number of particles decreases assessed object tracking accuracy, which
affects directly the final segmentation results. Looking for a trade-off between video segmen-
tation performance and low computational burden, Np = 400 is an adequate value. Finally,
STAL based video segmentation is tested varying the threshold segmentation parameter
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ζS from the set{0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95}. Particularly, for category a, the higher ζS the
better F1 average. On the other hand, a ζS value from 0.6 to 0.8 is suitable for complex
background and foreground dynamics (categories b and c), as it can be seen in Figure 6.2.3.
Indeed, low ζS values tend to estimate under-segmented results, while high ζS values attain
over-segmented outcomes.
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Figure 6-14.: Average F1 measure per video category: — i), — ii), — iii) varying the time
window size
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Figure 6-15.: Average F1 measure per video category: — i), — ii), — iii) varying the
number of particles
STAL computational burden analysis: Computational cost is calculated for a concrete
prototype development of STAL using a single-thread C++ implementation on an Intel Xeon
3.4 GHz processor. Table 6-4 shows the average FPS for the 23 videos and their respective
resolution. It can be seen that the computational cost of STAL highly depends on the image
resolution, since for the highest resolution videos DBd-Fall, DBd-CopyMachine and DBd-
PETS2006, the lowest FPS is attained, otherwise, the highest FPS is obtained for the lowest
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Figure 6-16.: Average F1 measure per video category: — i), — ii), — iii) varying the
segmentation threshold
resolution video DBa-WaterSurface. It also can be appreciated that for videos with simple
background and foreground dynamics such as DBe-MosheWalk, DBe-DariaWalk, the FPS
is high. However, for DBd-Canoe, DBd-Fountain01, DBa-Bootstrap, DBa-ShoppingMall
videos, when the relationship between foreground and background dynamics become more
complex, the FPS decreases significantly, due to the high computational load over the object
motion analysis stage. In general, the proposed STAL exhibits an affordable computational
cost for medium resolution videos (aprox. 320×240). Some STAL based video segmentation
results are online available5.
6.3. Conclusions
A methodology for background and foreground discrimination in video surveillance scenarios
is proposed. Our approach, called STAL analyzes pixel spatio-temporal relations as an
adaptive learning algorithm. STAL infers the temporal statistical distribution of each pixel
by using a Correntropy-based cost function, which is able to weight the relevance of each
new input pixel to build a background model. Moreover, an automatic tuning algorithm is
proposed in order to suitably set the Correntropy kernel bandwidth by analysing the error
distribution shape, achieving good performance under both Gaussian and non-Gaussian
pixel distribution conditions. By including an object motion analysis stage, proposed STAL
is able to properly detect, model, and track foreground objects. Such information is weighted
afterwards into the background model, avoiding false segmentations when working with the
presence of moving and static foreground objects in the scene. Besides, STAL object motion
analysis stage is able to give extra information about the foreground object dynamics which
could be further used to solve other video surveillance tasks.
Attained results expose that proposed STAL is able to handle well known issues from
5https://vimeo.com/channels/stalsm
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Table 6-4.: Estimated computational cost of the proposed STAL approach.
Video FPS Resolution
DBe-MosheWalk 48.65 180× 144
DBe-DariaWalk 46.75 180× 144
DBe-Limp 39.32 180× 144
DBe-KneesUp 40.64 180× 144
DBd-Pedestrians 17.18 360× 240
DBd-BackDoor 18.46 320× 240
DBa-WaterSurface 51.83 160× 128
DBd-Fountain02 15.72 432× 288
DBd-Overpass 19.32 320× 240
DBd-Boats 14.73 320× 240
DBd-Canoe 4.78 320× 240
DBd-Fall 2.29 720× 480
DBd-Fountain01 8.91 432× 288
DBd-Office 13.06 360× 240
DBd-CopyMachine 3.15 720× 480
DBb-LeftBag 13.37 388× 284
DBd-StreetLight 11.77 320× 240
DBd-TramStop 9.29 432× 288
DBd-WinterDriveway 18.62 320× 240
DBd-PETS2006 4.76 720× 576
DBa-Hall 25.05 176× 144
DBa-ShoppingMall 9.33 320× 256
DBa-Bootstrap 11.09 160× 120
video surveillance systems, furthermore, achieved performance is comparable with state of
the art algorithms, obtaining even better results when the challenge of the segmentation
relies on the complexity of the relations between foreground and background dynamics.
Moreover, when comparing the segmentation results against the ones based on the MSE,
it was shown that the correntropy cost function is able to properly model the background
dynamics. Main STAL free parameters are experimentally studied, to validate algorithm’s
performance and stability under different video conditions. Proposed approach, is a suitable
alternative to support video surveillance tasks achieving good segmentation results, while
having an affordable computational burden.
As future work, it would be interesting to consider more robust approaches to model and
track the detected foreground objects. Moreover, alternatives to incorporate the spatial
information into the background model could be also studied. Finally, an STAL extension
should be developed to deal with moving cameras and an optimized implementation will be
carried out in order to improve STAL scalability.
Part III.
Conclusions and Future Work
7. Conclusions
In the present work, we have studied the use of kernel representations to support the analysis
of image and video data by revealing the intrinsic non-linear data relationships along space
and time. In chapter 4, we have presented a short review of the basics of kernel representa-
tions and how the inclusion of multiple information sources is possible by means of a convex
combination of basis kernels. Afterwards, a methodology for the automatic tuning of the
relevance weights of each information source based on data variability was proposed. Taking
the above into account, two different computer vision methodologies were proposed. The
first one called WGKIS, is an image segmentation framework, which allows to incorporate
different color representations and some spatial information to enhance the data separabil-
ity, facilitating the work of the further spectral clustering-based approach, which provides
the segmented image. The second proposed framework, called WGKVS, using a video se-
quence recorded by an static camera, performs a video segmentation while comparing against
a Gaussian-based background model. Kernel similarity measures based on color represen-
tations and some spatial information are included into the conformation of an enhanced
feature representation space, which afterwards is used by a tuned kmeans algorithm to per-
form the discrimination between foreground and background elements. Attained results for
both WGKIS and WGKVS methodologies, revealed that the incorporation of multiple image
information sources, improves the accuracy of the resulting segmentations. Additionally, it
was shown that the performance of both frameworks is comparable against state of the art
algorithms. As a final remark regarding to WGKVS experiments, it was demonstrated that
it could be coupled in a full computer vision task such as the detection of abandoned objects
in scenarios with mainly stationary conditions.
In order to extend proposed WGKVS to non-stationary scene conditions and to make it
possible to work with more complex foreground dynamics, a methodology which highlights
spatial relationships based on optical flow was proposed in chapter 5. Proposed methodology
is able to identify the motion direction of foreground objects, avoiding false segmentation
results with the presence of static foreground objects in the scene, which is a common
drawback of traditional background subtraction techniques. Besides, a variability-based
updating framework was developed to adapt the Gaussian model parameters against non-
stationary conditions such as illumination changes or intrinsic scenario conditions. Performed
experiments showed that proposed optical flow-based framework is able to identify the motion
direction trend of moving objects and static foreground objects. The supervised measures
results demonstrated that proposed methodology outperforms the state of the art SOBS
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algorithm when employing few frames for the initialization process.
After checking the effectiveness of the optical flow-based methodology to highlight spa-
tial relationships, we presented in chapter 6 an adaptive learning framework to background
modeling called STAL, which using spatio-temporal kernel based representations supports
the video segmentation task. Proposed STAL uses a Correntropy-based cost function to
learn each pixel dynamics and with such information the Gaussian-based background model
parameters are updated. This updating methodology allows to model either mostly static
and highly dynamical scenarios unlike the variability-based updating criterion proposed in
chapter 5. Furthermore, based on the operation of the optical flow-based methodology to
highlight spatial relationships explained in chapter 5, an object motion analysis stage is
developed to fix the learning rate of the cost function. The segmentation process is made
by comparing the difference between each input pixel and the corresponding background
model against a threshold. Several experiments were performed to expose the particular
results of each stage of STAL. Firstly, obtained results expose that the Correntropy-based
cost function is able to properly learn the pixel dynamics of static and dynamical scenar-
ios, furthermore, is able to weight the relevance of a new input pixel given the previously
observed evolution. Regarding to the object motion analysis stage results, it was demon-
strated that proposed methodology is able to identify moving objects in the scene regardless
the nature of the recorded scenario. Besides, it was shown that the inclusion of both color
and motion direction trend information, make possible to track moving foreground objects
in complex conditions such as crossing, occlusions and static objects. It is also important
to remark that the information given by the object motion analysis stage could be used to
support other computer vision tasks (i.e. object classification, object path tracking, activity
recognition). From the segmentation results, it was shown that proposed STAL in average
outperforms the three studied state of the art algorithms and that is capable to obtain ac-
curate results for most of the studied videos, demonstrating that overall it can handle the
common video surveillance conditions described along the presented work. An additional
experiment was performed to analyze the performance of STAL when varying the value of its
most important parameters, attained results exposed that parameter selection of STAL alter
the segmentation accuracy of mostly the videos with the most complex dynamics. Finally,
the computational burden results exhibit that STAL could be used to support real-time
applications for medium resolution videos.
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7.1. Academic Discussion
– S. Molina-Giraldo, J. Valencia-Aguirre, A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, C. D. Acosta-Medina, and
G. Castellanos-Domı´nguez. Dimensionality Reduction Methods to Support Motion
Analysis in Computer Vision Systems. In 16th Simposio de Tratamiento de sen˜ales,
Ima´genes y Visio´n Artificial - STSIVA, 2011.
– S. Molina-Giraldo, J. Valencia-Aguirre, A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, C. D. Acosta-Medina, and
G. Castellanos-Domı´nguez. Medical Information Analysis by Nonlinear Dimensionality
Reduction Incorporating Prior Knowledge. In 7th International Seminar on Medical
Information Processing and Analysis - SIPAIM 2011.
– S. Molina-Giraldo, A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, D. H. Peluffo-Ordoez , and G. Castellanos-
Domı´nguez. Image Segmentation based on Multi-Kernel Learning and Feature Rel-
evance Analysis. In 13th Ibero-American Conference on Artificial Intelligence - IB-
ERAMIA, 2012.
– D. Ramirez-Giraldo, S. Molina-Giraldo, A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, G. Daza-Santacoloma,
and G. Castellanos-Domı´nguez. Kernel Based Hand Gesture Recognition Using Kinect
Sensor. In 17th Simposio de Tratamiento de sen˜ales, Ima´genes y Visio´n Artificial -
STSIVA, 2012.
– S. Molina-Giraldo, J. Carvajal-Gonza´lez, A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, and G. Castellanos-
Domı´nguez. Video Segmentation based on Multi-Kernel Learning and Feature Rele-
vance Analysis for Object Classification. In 3rd International Conference on Pattern
Recognition and Methods - ICPRAM, 2013.
– S. Molina-Giraldo, A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, J. C. Garc´ıa-A´lvarez, and G. Castellanos-
Domı´nguez. Video Segmentation Framework by Dynamic Background Modelling. In
17th International Conference on Analysis and Processing - ICIAP, 2013.
– A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, S. Molina-Giraldo, and G. Castellanos-Domı´nguez. Correntropy-
based Adaptive Learning to Support Video Surveillance Systems. In 22nd International
Conference on Pattern Recognition - ICPR, 2014. (Accepted)
– A. M. A´lvarez-Meza, S. Molina-Giraldo, and G. Castellanos-Domı´nguez. Spatio-Temporal
Adaptive Learning for Non-Stationary Video-based Surveillance Analysis. Interna-
tional Journal of Computer Vision, Springer, 2014. (Under review)
8. Future work
From the attained results and the drawbacks found along the process, the following theoret-
ical and experimental topics could be explored:
• Regarding to the proposed WGKIS framework, a free parameter optimization strat-
egy should be studied in order to automatically tune the Gaussian kernel bandwidth.
Furthermore, due to computational burden a more efficient calculation of each kernel
matrix should be explored. Besides, for a real-time application, it would be desirable
to implement the proposed WGKIS using real-time programming languages with a
multithread paradigm.
• The information given by the optical flow computation could be used to develop a
camera motion compensation approach, in order to allow STAL working under camera
jitter conditions.
• Aiming to enhance the object motion analysis stage of proposed STAL, a more robust
moving object modeling should be studied in order to improve the tracking performance
under difficult foreground objects rotation and scale changing conditions.
• Alternatives to incorporate the spatial information into the learning rate of the back-
ground model updating should be studied in order to avoid noisy segmentations when
foreground objects stay in front highly dynamical background areas.
• The segmentation and tracking information provided by STAL algorithm should be
used to support a complete computer vision system.
• A post-processing stage, such as a median filter, should be implemented aiming to
enhance STAL attained segmented regions shapes.
• In regard of computational burden, a more efficient implementation could be developed.
Moreover, the usage of a multithread paradigm will be desirable in order to improve
STAL scalability.
Part IV.
Appendix
A. MSE based cost function for
background modeling
The LMS algorithm, is an adaptive filtering approach, which aims to attain the minima of
the squared error defined as the difference between the signal produced by the algorithm
and the desired signal. Regarding to background modeling, the LMS algorithm updating
rule can be formulated as:
µt = µt−1 − η∇ξµt , (A-1)
where µt is the mean model parameter, η is the updating step, ∇ is the gradient operator
and ξµt is the MSE. The negative sign indicates that we need to update µt towards an
opposite direction of the MSE gradient slope. Now, in this case, the MSE can be considered
as:
ξµt = E
{
(xn − µt)2 : n = t− T, . . . , t
}
, (A-2)
where T corresponds to a window of frames to evaluate the expected value. Taking
derivatives, the updating rule from Eq. A-1 can be reformulated as:
µt = µt−1 +
2η
T
t∑
n=t−T
xn − µt−1, (A-3)
The convergence of the LMS algorithm highly depends on the updating step size η, if
it is chosen too big, the algorithm could reach an oscillating behavior, otherwise, if it is
chosen too small, the algorithm would take too long to reach the optimum. In this sense,
the updating step is bounded as in [86]:
0 < η <
2
tr(Σ)
, (A-4)
being Σ a covariance matrix computed for xt over a time window T . For concrete testing,
the updating step was set as 1/tr(Σ) and was computed along sliding windows. Moreover,
the model was initialized as the expected value computed over the first T frames.
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